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Abstract
The use of the charge plunger method with a mass recoil separator provides a means of
measuring the lifetime of low-lying states in exotic nuclei which de-excite via transitions
with large internal conversion coefficients. These lifetime measurements provide tests for
theoretical models predicting the structure of nuclei far from stability.
The charge plunger method was used in an experiment at the University of Jyväskylä Accel-
erator Laboratory with the purpose of measuring the lifetime of excited states in 178Pt which
de-excite through γ-ray transitions and internal electron conversions. The DPUNS plunger
device was connected to the in-flight mass separator MARA which separated ions by their
charge state. Ionic charge-state distributions (CSD) were then observed at the focal plane of
MARA. The JUROGAM 3 spectrometer surrounded DPUNS and was used to select ions in
coincidence with γ-ray transitions in 178Pt .
Ionic charges were selected by MARA and measured at the focal plane in coincidence with
the 4+1 → 2
+
1 257keV γ-ray transition detected using JUROGAM 3 . The resulting CSD were
analysed using the differential decay curve method (DDCM) framework to obtain a lifetime
value of 430(20)ps for the 2+1 state in
178Pt .
As an alternative analysis, ions were selected in coincidence with the 178Pt alpha decay
(Ealpha = 5.458(5)MeV) in the double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSSD) at the focal plane
of MARA. Lifetime information was obtained by fitting a two-state Bateman equation to the
decay curve with the lifetime of individual states defined by a single quadrupole moment.
This yielded a lifetime value of 430(50)ps for the 2+1 state, and 54(6)ps for the 4
+
1 state. An
analysis method based around the Bateman equation will become especially important when
using the charge plunger method for the cases where utilising coincidences between prompt
γ rays and recoils is not feasible.
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The length of time for which a nuclear state exists before transitioning to another state is
inherently random and cannot be precisely predicted. Instead only the general timescale
for the transition can be predicted, called the lifetime of the state. The lifetime is a fun-
damental property which is related by the electromagnetic operator to the wavefunction of
the nuclear states involved. It therefore constitutes an important measurable quantity, and
lifetime measurements play a crucial role in shaping our understanding of the nuclear land-
scape. Lifetime measurements have shed light on a number of nuclear structure phenomena,
including shape coexistence, proton-neutron correlations, and the role of three-body forces
[Hey11, Del10, For13, Cie20]. Measuring the limits of existence at the very edges of stability
will shed light on the subtleties of the nuclear force. As such, the development of existing
techniques in order to perform these measurements is an important area of research in nuclear
physics.
Plunger techniques have been often employed for lifetime measurements of excited nuclear
states [Nol79, Dew12]. The most common plunger method is the recoil distance Doppler-
shift (RDDS) technique [Ale70, Dew12]. The RDDS technique relies on populating excited
states in a nucleus (through e.g. Coulomb excitation, fusion-evaporation reactions, etc., with
a beam and target setup) that is moving with some velocity and then reducing its velocity by
using a foil. The technique relies on the Doppler shift of the energy of a γ ray in the laboratory
frame when emitted from a moving nucleus. The amount that the energy is Doppler shifted
by depends on the velocity of the nucleus. When the nucleus is at rest then the energy of a
γ ray in the laboratory frame will be the same as the energy in the rest frame of the nucleus,
i.e. it is not Doppler shifted. The applicability of the RDDS technique depends on the ability
to measure the differences in the Doppler shifts of the γ-ray transitions. The method is less
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efficient, and in some cases impractical, for measuring the lifetime of excited states that
de-excite predominantly by the internal conversion process, i.e., the nuclear de-excitation
proceeds via the emission of an atomic electron instead of a γ ray.
In the heavy region of the nuclear chart (Z ≥ 90), there is much less information on the
lifetime of non-isomeric states. This is, in part, a consequence of the reasons stated above.
Internal conversion coefficients are seen to increase with proton number and nuclear level
schemes display strong collective modes of excitation, resulting in low-energy transitions
between states. For example, the 2+1 transition in
254No lies at 44 keV, and de-excites to the
0+1 ground state. The ratio at which the de-excitation proceeds via internal conversion to
γ-ray emission is 1510 : 1 [Kib08].
A second problem arises from the slow velocities at which heavy nuclei in this region are
produced in fusion-evaporation reactions. This will result in a small Doppler shift for low-
energy transitions. For example, in the reaction 208Pb(48Ca, 2n)254No at a beam energy
of 219 MeV, the recoils are produced moving at a velocity of v/c ∼ 2% [Her06]. For the
6+→ 4+ 160 keV transition, this results in a Doppler shift of ∼1 keV. This is similar to the
typical full width half maximum (FWHM) of a germanium detector, FWHM ≈ 1.14keV at
122 keV [Ebe08]. If the recoils were slowed down using a foil, as is required in an RDDS
experiment, the widths of the Doppler shifted γ-ray peaks would be similar to or greater than
the difference between the peaks. Therefore, it would be difficult to resolve between the two
Doppler-shifted γ-ray peaks. As stated above, the ability to measure the differences in the
Doppler shifts of a γ-ray transition is an important aspect of the RDDS technique.
Given the large internal conversion probabilities, the slow velocities that recoils are produced
at, and the low cross sections for fusion-evaporation production, e.g. for 254No σ ≈3 µb, the
RDDS technique is unfavoured as a method of measuring the lifetime of low-lying states in
the heavy region of the chart. Currently, lifetime information for low-lying states of even-
even transfermium nuclei can only be estimated through empirical formulae and direct ex-
perimental lifetime measurements would shed light on a number of physical phenomena
including nuclear deformation and alpha and fission decay barriers [Rei99].
Two practical methods for measuring the lifetime of nuclear states that de-excite via strong in-
ternal conversion are the charge plunger method, the focus of this work, and the recoil shadow
method [Bac78]. The recoil shadow method uses an electron spectrometer to detect electrons
from the internal conversion of excited states that de-excite in flight after the target foil.
The target is "shadowed" from the spectrometer using a longitudinal semi-cylindrical baffle
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: (a) Original experimental setup of the charge plunger method developed during
the 1970s and (b) a schematic of the setup. The authors used a tabletop magnet to separate
ions after a carbon charge reset foil. The position of an ion on the detector foil was then used
to determine the charge state of the ion. The detection system was optimised for studying
fissioning nuclei. These figures have been adapted from ref. [Ulf78].
which suppresses the large δ -electron background originating from reactions in the target.
Lifetime measurements are then possible by varying the target position. The recoil shadow
method is impractical for states which de-excite via low-energy transitions (Eγ ≤100 keV).
For example, in 254No the internal conversion of an electron in the L1 atomic shell from
the 2+1 → 0
+
1 44 keV transition will cause the electron to be emitted with a kinetic energy of
≈15 keV [Kib08]. The difference between the binding energies of the L1 and M1 shells is
εL1 − εM1 = 21.55 keV [Sev79], and therefore the kinetic energies of some emitted Auger
electrons will be comparable to the kinetic energy of the internal conversion electron. The
presence of Auger electrons, along with the remaining δ -electron background, will com-
plicate the electron energy spectrum. Therefore, the recoil shadow method would not be a
suitable choice of method for measuring the lifetime of this state.
The charge plunger method is based on an analysis of changes in the charge-state distribu-
tion (CSD) of ions caused by a cascade of Auger electrons that follow internally converted
transitions [Ulf78]. After an internal conversion, an atom is left in an excited state. During
the atomic relaxation process many Auger electrons can be emitted, leaving the ion in a high
charge state (a large excess of protons to electrons). The setup of the charge plunger method
is very similar to the RDDS technique, however the stopper foil is replaced by a thin charge
reset foil which ions can pass through and be detected on the other side. An ion passing
through the reset foil will have its charge state reset to a lower value. Thus the distribution of
ionic charge states after the reset foil will contain a low and high charge component, reflect-
ing the proportion of internal conversions occurring before or after the reset foil. The charge
plunger method is discussed in more depth in chapter 3.
3
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Figure 1.2: Example CSD spectrum using the original charge plunger method setup shown
in fig. 1.1. This figure has been adapted from ref. [Hab77].
In refs. [Ulf78, Hab77, Ulf79] the authors used a tabletop magnetic deflector after the reset
foil to separate ions by charge and deposit them on to a catcher foil. The distribution of recoils
along the catcher foil was then measured offline. The setup is shown in fig. 1.1a along with
a schematic in fig. 1.1b. This was done for several target-to-reset foil distances, measured
using a micrometer, to determine the change in intensity of high-charge components in the
CSD with distance. Fig. 1.2 shows CSD spectra that were measured using this method
for the 8 µs fission isomer in 239Pu. High and low charge components are present in the
spectrum, with the intensity of high charge components decreasing at larger target-to-reset
foil distances. Lifetime information was obtained through either an integral or differential
analysis. In the integral analysis the overall de-excitation of a sequence of states such as a
rotational band is found by measuring the total yield of highly charged recoils as a function
of target-to-reset foil distance. The differential analysis uses the decay curve of the different
components in the CSD corresponding to 1, 2, 3 etc. internal conversions after the reset
foil to measure the lifetime of individual states in a rotational band. Using this method the
authors determined the lifetime of excited states in fission isomers for uranium and plutonium
isotopes [Ulf79, Hab77].
More recently the charge plunger method has been developed further in order to extend
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studies to nuclear states produced with low production cross sections in nuclear reactions
[Bar20b, Hee21]. Here, the DPUNS plunger device [Tay13b] was used for improved control
of the distance between the target and reset foils. The recoils of interest are separated from the
beam like and fissioning reaction products according to their mass/charge (m/q) ratio by the
MARA recoil separator [Sar08] and are transported to the focal plane for their detection by a
multiwire proportional counter (MWPC) and a double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSSD).
Nuclei of interest can then identified by employing the recoil-decay tagging technique, i.e.
using coincidences between the recoil implanted in the DSSSD and the subsequent particle
decay [Pau95]. Alternatively, recoils can be identified using γ-ray-recoil coincidences be-
tween the prompt γ rays detected at the target position, using the JUROGAM 3 spectrometer
[Pak20], and the recoils detected in the MWPC and DSSSD.
The separation of ions in MARA is demonstrated in fig. 1.3. The horizontal (x) position of
ions at the focal plane is determined by their m/q value. A comparison of figs. 1.1 and 1.3
shows the change in the scale of the setup between the original method, developed in the
1970s, and the current application of the method in this work. The much larger magnets used
in a recoil separator such as MARA allows one to accurately select weakly produced reaction
channels, allowing for studies of exotic nuclei far from stability. Clearly, detection of all the
ionic charges with one single setting of magnet is preferable. However, the demand for recoil
optics over a long distance results in a large spread in the CSD of recoils at the focal plane.
Covering the entire distribution would require impractically large detectors. Therefore, to
measure the whole CSD, it is necessary to perform a scan over a range of separator settings.
In ref. [Bar20b], ions at the focal plane were selected in coincidence with a γ ray of the
feeding transition to the 2+1 state in
180Pt, occurring before the reset foil. The intensity of
charge components in the CSD were then influenced only by the de-excitation from the 2+1
state via the internal conversion process. An analysis within the differential decay curve
method (DDCM) [Dew89] framework was performed to obtain the lifetime of the 2+1 state
in 180Pt. The DDCM analysis, as it was used in ref. [Bar20b], requires the γ-ray coincidence
gate to be set on the feeding transition occurring before the reset foil. However, it was
not possible to resolve the Doppler-shifted components of the 4+1 → 2
+
1 feeding transition
occurring before and after the reset foil. Therefore, the analysis was restricted to data points
taken at longer distances where the feeding transition always occurs before the reset foil.
In ref. [Hee21] (the present work), the lifetime of the 2+1 state in
178Pt is also obtained by




Figure 1.3: The trajectories of ions in MARA viewed (a) from above in the laboratory coor-
dinate system, (b) from above with the straightened optical axis, and (c) from the side with
the straightened optical axis. From left to right the elements of MARA are QQQED, where
Q are the quadrupole focusing magnets, E is the electrostatic deflector and D is the dipole
magnet. The different trajectories shown are for varying ion mass/charge (m/q) ratios. Panel
(b) shows that the horizontal (x) position of an ion at the focal plane (z ∼7 m) is dependent
on its m/q ratio. This figure has been taken from ref. [Sar11]. For more details on MARA
see section 4, or refs. [Sar11, Sar08].
257 keV feeding transition. As in ref. [Bar20b], it was not possible to resolve the Doppler-
shifted components of the feeding transition occurring before and after the reset foil. There-
fore the analysis was again restricted to data points taken at longer distances where the γ-ray
de-excitation from the 4+1 state always occurs before the reset foil.
The present work also builds on the charge plunger analysis techniques by developing a
Bateman method of analysis. Here, a fit is applied to the intensity of charge states in the CSD
at varying distances using the Bateman equation. This takes into account the de-excitation
properties of higher energy states feeding the level of interest and, as such, will incorporate
more unknowns and free parameters than a DDCM analysis. The benefit of this type of
analysis is that one can apply an analysis procedure for charge plunger experiments which
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is not dependent on observing the γ-ray emission of the feeding transition. This would be
especially important for cases where the DDCM is unsuitable due to either low production
cross sections, where coincidence analyses are limited due to low statistics, or the presence
of multiple highly converted transitions in a band.
To perform the Bateman analysis, CSD spectra were obtained by detecting recoiling ions in
coincidence with a characteristic 5.5 MeV 178Pt ground-state alpha decay (branching ratio
∼ 7.5%) in the DSSSD [Sch80a]. The CSD is then influenced by the internal conversion
of transitions other than the 2+1 → 0
+





states were then obtained using the Bateman equation, accounting for the de-excitation of
two states.
In this work the charge plunger method was used to obtain an accurate measurement for the
lifetime of the 2+1 state in
178Pt. This state is difficult to measure using the RDDS tech-
nique due to both the substantial internal conversion coefficient for the 2+1 → 0
+
1 transition
(α = 0.63 [Kib08]) and the slow velocity that recoils are produced at in fusion-evaporation
experiments (v/c = 1.77(2) in this work). Additionally, the ability of the charge plunger
method to obtain lifetime information has no dependence on the energy of the transition de-
populating the excited state, unlike the recoil shadow method. The charge plunger method,
therefore, represents an ideal technique for measuring the lifetime of the 2+1 state in
254No.
This would be the first such measurement of a non-isomeric excited state in the transfermium




2.1 Transitions between quantum states
The wavefunction of a particle is defined with separable position,~r, and time, t, components,
the solutions for which are determined by the well known time-dependent Schrödinger equa-
tion,
|Ψ(~r, t)〉= e−iωt |ψ(~r)〉 , (2.1)
where ω = E/h̄ and E is the energy eigenvalue of the state [Rae08, chap. 2]. The expectation
value of an observable, O, of this wavefunction is given by,
〈Ô〉=
∫
Ψ∗ Ô Ψ d3~r = 〈Ψ|Ô|Ψ〉 , (2.2)
where Ψ∗ is the complex conjugate of Ψ. The complex conjugate of the time-dependent
part of the wavefunction gives e+iωt . The consequence of this is that all time dependence in
equation 2.2 disappears, and the properties of the wavefunction do not change with time. As
such, these solutions to the wavefunction are known as stationary states, and they will live
forever. The implication of this is that there can be no transitions between true stationary
states.
If a small perturbing field, H ′, is added to the system, the exact solutions to |Ψ〉 are now
only approximate solutions. The perturbation causes an uncertainty in the energy eigenvalue
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corresponding to a Lorentzian distribution centred on the value E for the stationary state
solution [Kra88, chap. 2]. The wavefunction is now,
|Ψ(~r, t)〉= e−iωte
Γ
2h̄ t |ψ(~r)〉 , (2.3)
where the parameter Γ is the width of the Lorentzian distribution, often called the width of the









This is the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [Hei27]. The addition of a small perturbing
field allows there to be transitions between quantum states which have an associated energy
uncertainty. A typical width of a 1MeV excited nuclear state is of the order ∼ µeV [Lin62],
and h̄≈ 658meVfs, which gives the typical lifetime of an excited nuclear state on the order
of ∼ 100ps.
2.2 Transition probability
The probability for an initial quantum state |ψi〉 to transition to a final state |ψ f 〉 can be
calculated using time-dependent perturbation theory and is given by Fermi’s golden rule,
λ f i =
2π
h̄
|〈ψ0f |Ĥ ′|ψ0i 〉|2 ρ(E f ) , (2.5)
where |ψ0i 〉 and |ψ0f 〉 describe the stationary states and ρ(E f ) is the density of final states.
The quantity 〈ψ0f |Ĥ ′|ψ0i 〉 is the matrix element for the transition with the operator Ĥ ′ [Hey94,
chap. 3]. The transition probability λ f i therefore depends on the physical process which
causes an uncertainty in the energy eigenvalues of the wavefunction.
2.2.1 Reduced transition probability
An operator can be characterised by the amount of angular momentum it transfers to the
state |ψi〉 to transform it into the state |ψ f 〉 [Boh75a, chap. 1]. It is therefore useful to define
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nuclear states in terms of their angular momentum quantum number J and the projection
of J on to the z-axis M = −J,−J + 1, ...,J. Here, we are working in the intrinsic frame
of the nucleus and ignore any collective effects. The set of transition operators Ĥ ′λ µ (µ =
−λ ,−λ + 1, ...λ ) act on an initial state |Ji,Mi〉 to transfer angular momentum λ with z-axis





〈JiMiλ µ|J f M f 〉 Ĥ ′λ µ |Ji,Mi〉= N |J f ,M f 〉 , (2.6)
where N is a normalization constant which is independent of the final magnetic quantum
numbers M f . The transformation coefficients 〈JiMiλ µ|J f M f 〉 are the Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients describing the coupling of angular momenta Ji, Mi and λ , µ to form a state J f , M f .
It is useful to define the operator in this way as the matrix element in equation 2.5 can now
be separated into two parts, a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient which contains all the information
of the magnetic quantum numbers µ , Mi and M f , and another part containing characteristics
of the wavefunctions and operator. This is the Wigner-Eckart theorem,
〈J f ,M f |Ĥ ′λ µ |Ji,Mi〉= (2J f + 1)−1/2 〈JiMiλ µ|J f M f 〉〈J f ||Ĥ ′λ ||Ji〉 , (2.7)
where 〈J f ||Ĥ ′λ ||Ji〉 is known as the reduced matrix element which has no dependence on
the magnetic quantum numbers. In a nuclear transition Ji → J f , involving the transfer of
angular momentum λ , the total transition probability is proportional to the summation of the
transition probabilities | 〈J f ,M f |Ĥ ′λ µ |Ji,Mi〉 |2 over the magnetic quantum numbers µ and
M f . This quantity is represented by the reduced transition probability,




| 〈J f ,M f |Ĥ ′λ µ |Ji,Mi〉 |2 = (2Ji + 1)−1| 〈J f ||Ĥ ′λ ||Ji〉 |2 . (2.8)
2.3 Electromagnetic emission
2.3.1 γ-ray emission
A nucleus in an energetically excited state can transition to a lower energy state of the same




∗→AZ X + γ , (2.9)
where the de-excitation must conserve energy, momentum and angular momentum. In the
transition of an initial state Ei(Ji) to a final state E f (Jf), the energy of the γ ray, Eγ , is given
by,
Eγ = Ei−E f , (2.10)
whilst the angular momentum of the γ ray, L, is given by,
L = Ji−Jf , (2.11)
which gives the possible values for the absolute value of the γ-ray angular momentum L with
z component m as,
|Ji−J f | ≤ L≤ Ji + J f , (2.12)
Mi−M f = m ,
where the angular momentum are in units of h̄. The angular momentum values Ji and J f must
both be integer or half-integer values, meaning L has to be an integer value. L is referred to
as the multipolarity of the γ ray.
For a each value of L, a γ ray can be described by one of two possible types of wave, electric
(E) and magnetic (M), each with opposite parity. An electric transition is associated with a
change in the charge distribution of the nucleus and a magnetic transition is associated with
a change in the current distribution. The type of wave that describes the γ ray is determined
by the parity of the initial (πi) and final (π f ) states and the multipolarity of the transition.
The parity of the γ ray is subject to the following selection rule,
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π(EL) = (−1)L , (2.13)
π(ML) = (−1)L+1 ,
where it is possible to see from equation 2.11 that in a transition Ji→ J f the γ ray emitted can
be a mixture of electric and magnetic multipole radiation with the same parity. In general,
the transition probability is greatly reduced towards higher multipole radiation, and so the de-
excitation is dominated by the first couple of multipole orders. For example, in a transition
3+→ 2+, the emitted γ ray will be dominated by a mixture of M1 and E2 radiation, whilst
the amount of M3, E4 and M5 radiation is negligible [Hey94, chap. 6].
Due to the transverse nature of an electromagnetic wave, it is not possible for photons with
angular momentum L = 0 to be emitted from the nucleus. The consequence of this, which
can be seen from equations 2.12, is that single γ-ray emission is forbidden between two states
which both have 0 units of angular momentum. E0 transitions can proceed through internal
conversion (see section 2.3.2), however M0 transitions between states of opposite parity are
completely forbidden. This is supported by experimental evidence [Kuh93].
In classical electromagnetism it is convenient to describe the radiation field, emitted from
a general charge and current distribution varying periodically with time, as a multipole ex-
pansion [Bla52, chap. 7]. The radiated power of a particular multipolarity is then found to
be,
P(σL) ∝ M (σL)2 , (2.14)
where M (σL) is the amplitude of the electric (σ = E) or magnetic (σ = M) multipole
moment. To cross over into a quantum mechanical treatment two steps are needed. Firstly,
electromagnetic radiation is emitted in quanta of energy Eγ . Secondly, the multipole moment
is replaced by the appropriate multipole operator which changes the nucleus from an initial
state |Ji,Mi〉 to a final state |J f ,M f 〉,
H ′LM ∝ M̂ (σL,M) . (2.15)
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(a) γ-ray emission (b) Internal conversion electron
emission
Figure 2.1: De-excitation from an initial excited nuclear state, ψi, to a final state, ψ f , can
proceed by either γ-ray emission (a) or internal conversion (b). In (b), the double line rep-
resents the atomic nucleus and the dashed line indicates the direct transfer of energy to the
atomic electron via the electromagnetic interaction with no γ ray emitted in the process.
These figures have been adapted from ones shown in [Hey94, chap. 6].
The total probability for γ-ray emission in the transition Ji→ J f is given by,







B(σL;Ji→ J f ) , (2.16)
where,




| 〈J f M f |M̂ (σL,M)|JiMi〉 |2 . (2.17)
is the reduced transition probability given in equation 2.8 [Boh75a, chap. 3].
2.3.2 Internal conversion
In γ-ray emission the electromagnetic multipole fields of the nucleus radiate energy away
from the nucleus in the form of a photon. However, the energy associated with the tran-
sition, Eγ , can instead be directly transferred to an atomic electron via the electromagnetic
interaction between the nucleus and the electron. This causes the electron to be emitted from
the atom, with no γ ray emitted in the process. This process, shown in comparison to γ-ray
emission in fig. 2.1, is known as internal conversion.
For the internal conversion of an electron from the ith atomic shell, the energy of the transition
must be large enough to overcome the atomic binding energy of the electron, εi. The kinetic
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energy of the emitted electron, Ee− , can therefore be written as,
Ee− = Eγ − εi , (2.18)
where the binding energy will depend on the atomic shell that the electron is emitted from.
Since internal conversion is a process that competes with γ-ray emission, the total probability
for a transition between nuclear states has two components,
λtotal = λγ(1+α) , (2.19)
where the internal conversion coefficient, α , is defined as the ratio of the probabilities that





where λγ is the transition probability for γ-ray emission, and λic is the transition probability
for internal conversion. The electron can be ejected from any occupied atomic shell and
the internal conversion coefficient can be written more generally as a sum of the conversion
coefficients for each shell,
α = αK +αL +αM + ... , (2.21)
where αi is the internal conversion coefficient relating to the probability of the emission
of an electron from the ith atomic shell. The probability that an electron is ejected from a
shell is dependent on the strength of the electromagnetic interaction between the nucleus and
the electron. This is dominated by the electrostatic Coulomb interaction, which falls off at
roughly 1/r in the far-field region away from the nucleus, where r is the distance between
the nucleus and the electron [Bla52, chap. 7]. Therefore, the conversion coefficients for
s-wave (K, L1, M1, ...) electrons are generally larger than for other orbitals as they have
non-vanishing wavefunctions near the nucleus (see fig. 2.2) [Hey94, chap. 6]).
Estimates for the internal conversion coefficient can be made by comparison of the theoretical
























Figure 2.2: Pictorial representation of the overlap between the radial wavefunctions of inner
atomic electrons (coloured) and a 1s1/2 proton (black). The proton wavefunction is cal-
culated for a 178Pt nucleus using the Hartree-Fock method with a Woods-Saxon potential
[Hey11, chap. 10]. The electron wavefunctions are calculated for a hydrogenic atom with
Z=78 [Kra88, chap. 2]. Only the s-wave electrons have a wavefunction with non-vanishing
amplitudes around the nuclear region. Therefore, electrons in these orbital have a greater
probability of undergoing internal conversion.
2.5, which allows for the transition rate between two quantum states subject to a perturbation
H ′ to be calculated, can be used to estimate the internal conversion transition probability. The
perturbation is caused by the electromagnetic field originating from the nucleus and therefore
the transition potential for the interaction can be written as a sum over the multipoles of the
electromagnetic field [Ban02],




H ′LM , (2.22)
each of which are proportional to the multipole moment operator,
H ′LM ∝ M̂ (σL,M) , (2.23)
where only terms of the same parity contribute to equation 2.22 subject to the same selection
rules as γ-ray radiation (equation 2.13). The transition probability for internal conversion due
to the Lth-multipole of the electromagnetic field is therefore,




| 〈J f M f |M̂ (σL,M)|JiMi〉 |2 , (2.24)
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where one will notice that the factor ∑M f ∑M | 〈J f M f |M̂ (σL,M)|JiMi〉 |
2, which contains the
direct dependence on the nuclear structure, is present in the transition probability for both
γ-ray emission and internal conversion (equations 2.16 and 2.24). Therefore, the internal
conversion coefficient is independent of nuclear structure effects. However, this is an over-
simplification as this calculation does not consider the finite size of the nucleus which leads
to a small probability that the initial electron wavefunction penetrates inside the nucleus,
where charge and current densities are localised and thus the transition potential, H ′, felt by
the electron changes. This effect is most important for highly hindered transitions where the
de-exciting state lives long enough for an inner electron to penetrate the nucleus [Ram02]. In
the full calculation, the internal conversion coefficient for a transition is found to,
(a) Increase with increasing atomic number, Z.
(b) Increase with increasing transition multipolarity, L.
(c) Decrease with increasing transition energy, Eγ .
(d) Decrease with increasing principal quantum number of the atomic shell from which
the electron is ejected, ni.
Detailed calculations of internal conversion coefficients are given in tables (see [Ban02,
Hag68, Rös78]) or can be looked up using the BrIcc database [Kib08].
2.4 Predicting nuclear transition rates
2.4.1 Single-particle transitions
The independent-particle model can be used to estimate the reduced transition probability for
a transition between low-lying states in a nucleus [Ell57, chap. 4]. In this model, the state
of a nucleus is described by the quantum numbers of individual nucleons. The multipole
matrix elements can be calculated by assuming that a transition from an initial state to a final
state, Ji → J f , is due to the change of quantum numbers for only one nucleon. In a crude
approximation, nucleons are described as non-relativistic point particles with charge (0e for
neutrons and +e for protons) and intrinsic magnetic moment. The nucleons are considered
free and moving in a mean potential field due to all the other nucleons in the nucleus.
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The reduced transition probability for the Lth multipole of an electric transition is calculated
for the case of a proton moving from Ji to J f and is given as,
Bsp(EL;Ji→ J f ) =
e2
4π
(2L+ 1) 〈Ji 12 L0|J f
1
2〉
2 〈J f |rL|Ji〉
2
, (2.25)
where the contribution due to nucleon intrinsic spin is much smaller than the contribution
of the charge density and therefore ignored. This does not apply to magnetic transitions
however where nuclear intrinsic spin gives a sizeable contribution. For a nucleon (either
proton or neutron) involved in the transition Ji to J f the reduced transition probability for the
Lth multipole is given as,













〈Ji 12 L0|J f
1
2〉




where gs and gl are the spin and orbital angular momentum g-factors for the nucleon con-
tributing to the transition [Boh75a, chap. 3].
Equation 2.25 can be written more conveniently using the method set out by Weisskopf
[Bla52, chap. 7]. The proton, assumed to be in a spin-up state, s = +1/2, has initial or-
bital angular momentum Lh̄ and final orbital angular momentum 0h̄. The initial and final
proton wavefunctions can be written,
|pinitial〉= ui(r)YL,M(θ ,φ )χ↑ , (2.27)
|pfinal〉= u f (r)(4π)1/2χ↑ ,
where ui( f )(r) contains the radial dependence of the initial (final) wavefunction, χ↑ is the
function for a spin-up particle and YL,M(θ ,φ ) is a spherical harmonic containing the angular
dependence. A simple estimate uses the assumption,




R3 , r ≤ R ,
0, r > R ,
(2.28)
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Table 2.1: Weisskopf estimates for Lth multipole γ transition probabilities between states.
The transition probabilities are given in s−1 and energies, Eγ , are given in MeV. A is the
mass number of the nucleus.
Electric Transitions Magnetic Transitions
λ (E1) = 1.0×1014A2/3E3γ λ (M1) = 3.1×1013E3γ
λ (E2) = 7.3×107A4/3E5γ λ (M2) = 2.2×107A2/3E5γ
λ (E3) = 34A2E7γ λ (M3) = 10A
4/3E7γ
λ (E4) = 1.1×10−5A8/3E9γ λ (M4) = 3.3×10−6A2E9γ




R3 is found by normalising the wave functions in equation 2.27. With this
assumption, the matrix element in equation 2.25 is of the order 〈J f |rL|Ji〉 ∼ 3R
L
L+3 . Equation









with units e2(fm)2L. The magnetic reduced transition probabilities are by convention chosen


















(fm)2L−2. Equations 2.29 and 2.30 can be used in equation 2.16 to gain
approximate values for the electromagnetic transition probability of an initial state to a final
state. These are shown for low multipolarities in table 2.1.





Writing transition probabilities in this way is useful for comparing experimental values to
theoretical values predicted by a model involving a single proton. Fig. 2.3 shows experi-
mental B(E2) values in W.u. against proton number for 345 2+1 → 0
+
1 transitions in various
even-even nuclei across the nuclear chart. The Weisskopf model reproduces transition proba-
bilities well close to magic proton numbers (Z = 2, 4, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82) where the shell model
[May50] predicts closed shells and excited states are due to single-particle excitations. How-
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ever, away from the proton magic numbers the Weisskopf estimate is poor at reproducing
B(E2) values. In these regions, more than one nucleon contributes to the transition and the
Weisskopf calculation can underestimate the B(E2) value for the transition by several orders
of magnitude [Bla52, chap. 7]. Predicting B(E2) values for these transitions is covered in
2.4.2.
2.4.2 Collective transitions: the rotational model
In the Bohr-Mottelson rotational model, excited states can also exist due to the collective
motion of the nucleus as a whole [Boh75b, chap. 4]. For example the entire nucleus can
rotate about some axis. In the intrinsic frame of the nucleus this rotation cannot be observed
and nuclear states are defined by the intrinsic configuration of the protons and neutrons in
the nucleus. In the laboratory frame the rotation of the nucleus is observed and quantised
collective states, corresponding to faster rotational frequency about the axis of rotation, are
built upon the intrinsic state.
Rotational motion can only be observed in nuclei with stable deformed shapes. This is due
to the impossibility to distinguish between spherical systems that differ only by rotation.











Figure 2.3: B(E2) values in W.u. for 2+1 → 0
+
1 transitions in even-even nuclei across the
nuclear chart. Data are shown for 345 even-even nuclei between Z = 6− 98. B(E2) val-
ues reduce significantly around magic Z numbers, giving clear evidence of shell effects
[May50]. Data points have been taken from the ENSDF database [ENS], and in some cases









Figure 2.4: Prolate-deformed nucleus showing the coupling of rotational angular momentum
R to intrinsic single-particle angular momentum J, to give total angular momentum I. The
symmetry axis is z.
The most common non-spherical nuclei are quadrupole deformed, found in the mass ranges
150 < A < 190 and A > 220 [Kra88, chap. 5]. The surface of a quadrupole-deformed nucleus
is given by,
R(θ ,φ ) = R0 [1+βY20(θ ,φ )] , (2.32)




2 θ −1) is inde-
pendent of φ , and gives a nuclear shape with cylindrical symmetry. The deformation param-










where ∆R is the difference between the semimajor (z) axis and the semiminor (x and y) axes.
Shapes with β > 0 are prolate deformed, whilst shapes with β < 0 have oblate deformation.
As shown in fig. 2.4 for a prolate deformed nucleus, the angular momentum associated with
a rotation R couples with the total angular momentum from single-particles states, J, to give
total angular momentum,
I = R+ J . (2.34)
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The projection of the total angular momentum onto the symmetry axis gives the quantum
number, K. As the rotational angular momentum is perpendicular to the symmetry axis, K is
a conserved quantum number, such that changing R does not change K.
States with K = 0 are labelled by the eigenvalue r such that,
r = (−1)I , (2.35)
and the rotational spectrum contains states with total angular momentum,
I = 0π ,2π ,4π , ... r = +1 , (2.36)
I = 1π ,3π ,5π , ... r = −1 ,




I(I + 1) , (2.37)
where I is the effective moment of inertia for the rotating body. Successive states in a K = 0
band are connected by stretched E2 transitions and detailed information on the deformation
can be gained from studying the E2-matrix elements connecting transitions in a band. The
reduced transmission probability for E2 transitions between states in a rotational band is
given by,
B(E2; I1→ I2) =
5
16π
e2Q20 〈I1020|I20〉 , (2.38)
where Q0 is the electric quadrupole moment, which gives an idea of the charge distribution








where Z is the proton number of the nucleus.
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Using equations 2.38 and 2.16 together the lifetime of a level with angular momentum I in a
K = 0 band is related to the intrinsic quadrupole moment of the nucleus by,
τ(I) =
0.826
E5γ Q20| 〈I 020|I−2 0〉 |2(1+α)
[ps] , (2.40)
where Eγ is the transition energy in MeV, α is the internal conversion coefficient for the tran-
sition, Q0 is the intrinsic quadrupole moment in units of eb and 〈I 020|I−2 0〉 is the relevant
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. The factor (1+α) is included to account for the probability
that the transition proceeds via internal conversion.
2.4.3 Grodzin’s rule
Grodzin’s rule is a global empirical formula which relates the lifetime for γ-ray emission and
excitation energy of the yrast 2+ state in even-even nuclei [Gro62]. The relationship gives,
τγ(2+1 → 0
+
1 ) = (2.74±0.91)×10
13E−4γ Z
−2A , (2.41)
where Z is proton number, A is atomic mass number, Eγ is given in keV and τγ is in ps.
The constant is determined from a best fit to experimental data obtained across the nuclear
chart. The transition probability due to internal conversion is not accounted for. The E−4γ
relationship is demonstrated in fig. 2.5.
That a relationship exists between E(2+1 ) and τ(2
+
1 ) becomes apparent when one considers
that for a classical rigid rotor with charge, the rotational kinetic energy and the electromag-
netic power dissipated are both dependent on the shape of the object. The dependence on
E−4γ and Z
−2 in equation 2.41 can then be understood by considering the collective mod-
els of spherical and axially-symmetric deformed nuclei developed by Bohr and Mottelson
[Boh75b, chap. 4]. These models, however, are not able to give the correct absolute value
for the transition probability and predict a dependence of A−1/3. The models also predict
discontinuities at the boundaries between vibrating and rotating nuclei. However, as can be
seen from fig. 2.5, no such discontinuities have been experimentally measured.
Subsequent work by Raman et al. [Ram89] refined equation 2.41 by keeping the exponents
in Eγ and A as free parameters in the best fit,
22
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Figure 2.5: Lifetime for γ-ray de-excitation of 2+1 state against γ-ray energy. Grodzin’s





Experimental data are shown along with estimates from Grodzin’s and Raman’s global fits
for 345 even-even nuclei between Z = 6−98. Error bars are only shown for the experimental
data points. Experimental data points have been taken from the ENSDF database [ENS], and
in some cases is a weighted average from several experiments..
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Figure 2.6: Experimental lifetimes versus excitation energy for nuclei with Z ≥ 88 and
E(2+1 ) < 100keV. The fit is a modification to Grodzin’s rule adapted for the region of the
isotopes shown. The dashed red lines represent the uncertainty of the fit. This figure is




1 ) = (1.25±0.50)×10
14E−(4.00±0.03)γ Z−2A(0.69±0.05) . (2.42)
Estimates for τγ from Grodzin’s and Raman’s global fits are shown alongside experimental
data points for even-even nuclei in the range Z = 6−98 in fig. 2.5. These experimental data
points are taken from the ENSDF database [ENS].
With the availability of more data in recent years, it has been possible to extend these lifetime
systematics to heavier regions of the nuclear chart. The actinide nuclei have been observed
to lie on a slightly different trajectory to the global fits given in equations 2.41 and 2.42. This
is partly due to the substantial hexadecapole deformation seen in this region [Mil77, Zum84,
Zum86, Zam95]. In ref. [Her01], Herzberg et al. give a “local fit” which is specific to this
region,
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ln(τγZ2) = (65.15±4.22)− (4.017±0.111) ln(Eγ)− (5.23±0.70) ln(A) , (2.43)
which gives an overall uncertainty on the lifetime of 14%, within the range of the fit. The
“local fit” is shown in fig. 2.6.
2.5 Experimental nuclear lifetime measurements
The measurement of the lifetime of an excited nuclear state provides a good test of theoretical
nuclear models predicting the structure of the nucleus. They therefore constitute an important
experimental tool. However, lifetime values for excited states vary over a broad range, usually
10−15− 10−6 s (see fig. 2.5). There are different experimental methods that can be used to
perform lifetime measurements, and the choice of method will depend on the lifetime value.
Fig. 2.7 shows some of the different methods used for performing measurements for different
lifetime regimes [Nol79]. The figure is divided into direct methods, that measure the state
lifetime τ , and indirect methods, which measure the state width Γ.
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Resonance fluorescence
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Figure 2.7: Different methods of measuring lifetimes. This figure has been adapted from that
in ref. [Nol79].
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Many of the lifetime data that contributed to fig. 2.5 were measured using the recoil dis-
tance method (RDM) and electronic timing techniques. Electronic timing techniques rely on
measuring the time difference between two correlated events (e.g. β -γ or γ-γ coincidences)
[Sch63, Mac89, Mos89]. The time difference between events can be measured using either
the timestamps of a data acquisition (DAQ) system or time-to-amplitude convertor (TAC)
modules. The method relies on good efficiency for detectors in order to detect coincidences
between events. The RDM is performed using a plunger setup, and is often associated with
the recoil distance Doppler-shift (RDDS) method [Dew12]. The charge plunger method is a
variation of the RDM and will be explained in more detail in chapter 3. Information on the
other methods shown in fig. 2.7 can be found in ref. [Nol79].
2.6 Changes in ionic charge states
The use of the charge plunger method requires a good understanding of the different physical
processes that affect the charge state of an ion. Of particular importance are the phenomena
of Auger electron emission and the charge-changing processes which occur when an ion
passes through a solid material.
2.6.1 Auger electron emission
When a vacancy is created in an atomic shell (A), e.g. after internal conversion, an electron




(b) Auger electron emission
Figure 2.8: Transitions between atomic states can result in (a) X-ray emission or (b) Auger
electron emission.
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The energy of the X ray is,
EX = εA− εB , (2.44)
where εA and εB are the binding energies of the atomic shells involved. However, instead
of an X ray being emitted, the energy can be directly transferred to an electron in an outer
atomic shell (C) which is then ejected from the atom. This is known as an Auger emission
[Mei22, Aug25] and is an atomic process which is analogous to the internal conversion of a
nuclear transition. The Auger electron is ejected from the atom with a kinetic energy, Ee− ,
Ee− = EX − εBC , (2.45)
where εBC is the atomic binding energy of an electron in the C atomic shell when the atom is
already ionised with a single vacancy in the B atomic shell [Lee12]. The process will result
in vacancies in both the B and C atomic shells. The X-ray and Auger emission processes are
shown in fig. 2.8.
A nuclear process, such as the emission of an internal conversion electron, that causes a
vacancy in an inner atomic shell will result in an atomic cascade as electrons from higher
shells de-excite to fill the vacancy [Lee12]. The vacancy will travel up the atomic shells until
there are no more electrons to de-excite into it. In the full atomic relaxation process several
Auger electrons can be emitted, significantly increasing the charge state of the ion. Since
X-ray and Auger emission are competing processes, the number of Auger electrons emitted
in a cascade will be a distribution. This distribution has been observed to be Gaussian in
character [Car66, Lee13].
To calculate the number of Auger electrons emitted in an atomic cascade, one can follow two
approaches. The first is to use empirical formulae to estimate the distribution of final charge
states. In ref. [Car66], a vacancy was created in the chosen shell of a neutralised noble gas by
irradiating the gas with a tunable monochromatic X-ray source. The final atomic charge state
distribution was then analysed using a magnetic spectrometer. Thus the authors obtained
empirical curves to describe the average number of electrons emitted following a vacancy
in the K, L1, L2,3, M1, M2,3 and M4,5 atomic shells as a function of atomic number, Z. The
relationship is shown in fig. 2.9. Ref. [Car66] does not give information on how the width
of the charge distribution due to Auger emission changes with atomic number, but previous
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Figure 2.9: Average increase in ionic charge state following the emission of an electron from
the K, L1, L2,3, M1, M2,3 and M4,5 atomic shells. This figure is taken from ref. [Car66].
studies estimate a width of ∼ 8−10 charge states in actinide nuclei [Met75, Ulf78].
An alternative method is to simulate the entire atomic relaxation process using theoretical
Auger transition probabilities. These are difficult to calculate and the theory will not be cov-
ered here. The problem becomes even more complicated when one considers that this is a
multistep process and that the atomic configuration will change at each step. They can be
calculated using the General Purpose Relativistic Atomic Structure Program (GRASP2K)
[Jön13] and Relativistic Atomic Transition and Ionization Properties (RATIP) [Nik06] com-
puter programs. These programs use the relativistic multi-configurational Dirac-Fock (MCDF)
method, which can account for higher atomic charge states when the Auger process takes
place. In ref. [Lee13] the authors used these codes in Monte Carlo simulations to accurately
reproduce experimental charge spectra of 131mXe ions where an Auger cascade is triggered
by the emission of an internal conversion electron.
2.6.2 Charge-changing in solid materials
An ion travelling through a solid target may capture or lose electrons upon collisions with
the target material, changing the charge state, q, of the ion. For a beam of ions these col-
lisions result in a change in the distribution of ionic charge states. If each ion undergoes
many collisions then the fraction of ions in each charge state, F(q), observed after the target,
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reaches an equilibrium value. As long as the average energy of the ions does not change
significantly while passing through the foil, F(q) does not change when the target thickness
is increased, and is independent of the initial charge state distribution before the target. An
extensive review of charge-changing cross sections for fast heavy ion beams in gaseous and
solid materials is given by Betz in ref. [Bet72]. The charge state distribution after the target






where q runs over all charge states and Z is the atomic number of the ion beam. The width




(q− q̄)2F(q) . (2.47)
In principle, the values F(q), q̄ and dq̄ can be calculated theoretically using charge exchange
cross sections. However, these are not well understood for fast heavy ions. Instead, empirical
formulae can provide accurate estimates for q̄ and dq̄.
A commonly used formula for estimating q̄ and dq̄ for heavy ion projectiles (Zp & 20) passing











where d0 = 0.5.
Another more modern formula, developed by Schiwietz and Grande [Sch01], is obtained











and vp is the velocity of the projectile ions, Zt is the atomic number of the target atoms and














and the reduced width parameter, w, varies between 0.6-0.9 (see ref. [Sch01]). The relative
uncertainty of the Schiwietz and Grande formula compared to the entire experimental data set
(850 data points) is ∆q̄/Zp = 2.3%. In comparison, the relative uncertainty of the Nikolaev
and Dimitriev formula, when applied only to ions with Zp > 10 and Zt = 6, is given as
∆q̄/Zp = 3.3%. Both formulae provide good estimates of the charge state distribution of
ions passing through a solid target.
In this work, a beam 178Pt ions were passed through a nickel charge reset foil. Using the
Schiwietz and Grande formula, an average charge state of q̄ =16.3 e with dq̄ = 1.8-2.8e for
w = 0.6-0.9 is expected. These values compare well to the experimental data, described in




The charge plunger method was developed in the 1970s as a way of measuring the lifetime
of states that de-excite predominantly through transitions with high internal conversion co-
efficients [Ulf78]. The method relies on the large increase in ionic charge state following
internal conversion due to the ensuing Auger cascade. The charge plunger method has not
been used regularly, due to experimental difficulties that can be more easily overcome using
the RDDS technique. For example, the experimental setup in ref. [Ulf78] is not suitable for
lifetime measurements in nuclei with low production cross sections. However, more recently
the charge plunger technique has been performed using a recoil separator which has high
background suppression and allows the method to be used for nuclei produced in fusion-
evaporation reactions with low cross sections [Bar20b, Hee21].
In this chapter the analysis tools of conventional RDDS plunger measurements are introduced
in section 3.1. The basic concept of the charge plunger method is described in section 3.2
and the DDCM and Bateman analysis techniques applied to charge plunger data are then
discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
3.1 Recoil distance Doppler-shift measurements
A typical recoil distance Doppler-shift (RDDS) setup employs a movable stopper foil placed
a distance x after a target to make lifetime measurements in the ps-ns range. Beam ions
incident upon the target populate the nuclear level of interest via nuclear reactions such as
fusion-evaporation or Coulomb-excitation, for example. This excited state will then de-excite










Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a plunger setup for the recoil distance Doppler-shift
method. The stopper foil is placed at a distance x downstream of the target. Excited states
are populated by nuclear reaction between beam and target nuclei. Recoils travel out of the
target with a velocity~v towards the stopper foil where they are brought to rest. The flight time
between the target and the stopper foil is t = x/|~v|. A detector is placed at an angle θ to the
beam axis. Depending on whether a γ ray is emitted in flight or not, the energy registered by
the detector will be Doppler shifted according to equation 3.1. This figure has been adapted
from ref. [Dew12].
~v (|~v|= v) towards the stopper foil where they are brought to rest after a flight time t = x/v.
This setup is shown schematically in fig. 3.1. By employing the stopper foil after the target
two velocity regimes are created. If a recoil emits a γ ray whilst in-flight (i.e. before the recoil
has reached the stopper foil), then the energy of the γ ray that is detected in the laboratory







where E is the energy of the γ ray detected in the laboratory frame, E0 is the energy of the
γ ray in the rest frame of the recoil, β = v/c and θ is the angle between the beam axis
and the direction the γ ray is travelling. The spectrum of γ-ray energies will include two
components, a shifted component corresponding to decays in flight (Is) and an unshifted
component corresponding to decays at rest in the stopper foil (Ius). For a given flight time
t, the intensity of shifted and unshifted components are dependent on the lifetime of the
excited state τ . The decay curve of a state is defined as the normalised intensity of de-
excitations occurring after the recoil has come to rest in the stopper foil as a function of time,









Figure 3.2: General level scheme of excited states. The levels denoted k feed the level of
interest i, which in turn depopulates to the states denoted j. The transitions Y and W are






The setup shown in fig. 3.1 is often modified to replace the stopper foil with a thinner de-
grader foil, which acts to slow down the recoil but not stop it completely. There are two
advantages to this. Firstly, the thinner degrader foil avoids the long slowing down time that
is required when using a stopper foil [Eml84]. Secondly, the recoils can then be separated
downstream of the degrader foil using an electromagnetic spectrometer and detected using
solid-state detectors [Tay13b]. This allows for the nuclear species of the recoil to be identi-
fied, and timing techniques can be used to tag γ rays that correspond to a particular nucleus
[Pau95]. This technique is particularly useful for nuclei that are produced with low cross
sections in fusion-evaporation experiments.
3.1.1 Bateman analysis
In a Bateman analysis a fit is performed on the decay curve of the state to calculate its lifetime
[Dew12]. For the simplest case of an excited state which has no feeding, the decay curve is,
R(t) = n(0)e−λ t , (3.3)
where n(0) is the population of the excited state at t = 0 and λ = 1/τ is the transition
probability of the state. However, in general a state is fed by one or more higher-energy
excited states, as shown in fig. 3.2. In this level scheme, levels are given a number l ∈N
to denote the order of their excitation energy. The level of interest i is fed by levels k and
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depopulates to levels j, such that j < i < k. The decay curve of the level of interest is
dependent not only on the lifetime of the level of interest, i, but also on the lifetime of all
the feeding states, k, and is found by solving the system of differential equations (Bateman
equations) that govern the time dynamics of the decay [Dew12, Thi14, Bat08]. The change








where N is the highest feeding level considered, ni(k)(t) is the number of nuclei in level i(k)
at time t, λi, λk are the transition probabilities for level i and k and bki are the branching ratios
for the transition k→ i. The branching ratios are defined such that bki = Iki/Ik, where Iki is
the intensity of k→ i transitions and Ik is the total intensity of all transitions depopulating k.
Using this definition ∑i(i<k) bki = 1. The solution to equation 3.4 with respect to the decay
curve is,

































where Pk is the direct feeding intensity of level k. The function Ri(t) is fitted to experimental
data to obtain the lifetime τi. This fit in general contains a large number of free parameters
including level lifetimes, branching ratios, and initial populations, and a good understanding
of the level scheme is needed to obtain an accurate value for the lifetime. The fit is dependent
on absolute distances and so the x = 0 point must also be determined.
A problem arises from side-feeding, in which a level is fed by non-discrete statistical tran-
sitions. The intensity of this side-feeding can be calculated by comparing the observed pop-
ulation and de-population intensities from the level of interest. The side-feeding times can
be estimated by using either a statistical model [Pas00] or by making the assumption that the
unobserved feeding time is equal to the average observed feeding time. This assumption has
been verified from experiment [Har87].
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3.1.2 Differential decay curve method
The differential decay curve method (DDCM) provides an alternative method for performing
lifetime measurements on RDDS data [Dew12, Dew89, Böh93]. There are advantages to
using the DDCM over a Bateman analysis. In the DDCM only experimentally accessible
variables are used. This differs to the Bateman analysis where unknown parameters have
to be kept free in a fit. For this reason the DDCM offers a way of measuring the lifetime
of a level independent of the lifetime of other states in the level scheme. Secondly, the
method requires only relative target-to-stopper foil distances instead of absolute values. This
is a particular advantage when the separation between foils is small and the error on the
measurement of the x = 0 point becomes significant.
The DDCM can be performed using either γ-ray singles or coincidence analysis. An advan-
tage of using γ-γ coincidences is that it provides a way to overcome the problem of side-
feeding [War73]. It does, however, result in lower statistics and so longer measurement times
must be used to obtain necessary statistics.
Singles analysis












has been used. For a state with a finite lifetime ni(∞) = 0, and ddt Ni(t) = −λini(t). Using
the relation x = v · t to transform from the flight time of the recoil between the target and the
stopper foil to the separation distance between the two foils, x, one obtains,
τi(x) =






where Ri(x) = Ni(x)/Ni(0), Jki and Ji j are the relative intensities of the γ transitions k→ i
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and i→ j respectively, and Ri j(t) = bi jRi(t). The decay curve, Ri j(x), is found experimen-
tally from equation 3.2, where the subscript refers specifically to the transition i→ j. For
each experimental measurement of the decay curves Ri j(x) and Rki(x), a value for the life-
time τi(x) can be obtained. The measured lifetime is then the mean value of the lifetime
obtained at each point on the decay curve, τi = 〈τi(x)〉.
Coincidence analysis
Consider again the level scheme in fig. 3.2. The transition Y is a direct feeder to the level of
interest, whilst transition Z is an indirect feeder. If a gating condition is set to only observe
transitions that are temporally coincident with a shifted component of the feeding transition
Y , then all dependence on the time dynamics of previous de-excitations is destroyed. The
contamination from unobserved side-feeding or observed feeding from other transitions (e.g.
W ) is also removed.
The lifetime of level i, when a coincidence gate condition is set on a direct feeder transition,








where the notation {Y ,X}(x) describes the intensity of X γ-ray emissions that are in co-
incidence with a detected Y γ ray. The s and us subscripts refer to whether the γ ray is
Doppler-shifted or unshifted respectively. A change of coordinates has been performed to
transfer from the flight time of the recoil between the target and the stopper foil to the sepa-
ration distance between the two foils, x. The equation is modified if the coincidence gate is













corrects for differences in the measured intensities of the populating and depopulating tran-
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sitions [Dew12]. The lifetime of the state is then given by the mean value of the lifetime
measured at each target-to-stopper distance, τi = 〈τi(x)〉.
3.2 Basics of the charge plunger method
The difference between the RDDS technique and the charge plunger method is the obser-
vation of the de-excitation of a nuclear state. In the RDDS method, the de-excitation is
directly observed through the emission of a γ ray, whereas in the charge plunger method the
de-excitation of a state by internal conversion is inferred from a change in the distribution
of charge states. As described in sections 2.3.2 and 2.6.1, an internal conversion creates a
vacancy in an atomic shell which is then filled as electrons cascade down the atomic levels.
This cascade of atomic electrons causes Auger electrons to be emitted from the atom and the
charge state of the ion is significantly increased. The nuclear de-excitation therefore indi-
rectly causes changes in the atomic structure which are then observed and used to infer the
de-excitation.
The setup for a charge plunger experiment is similar to the RDDS technique, shown in fig.
3.1. However, the stopper foil is replaced with a thin charge reset foil, which recoils travel
through and are detected afterwards. Consider a simple example of a nucleus with one excited
state. The excited state is populated by nuclear reactions of the beam and target nuclei and
de-excites down to the ground state via γ-ray emission or internal conversion. Recoils leave
the target with a velocity,~v (|~v|= v), and travel towards the charge reset foil, which is placed
a distance x downstream of the target. After passing through the charge reset foil the ionic
charge state of the recoiling nuclei will have a Gaussian charge distribution with a centroid
value that is dependent on the recoils’ velocity (see section 2.6.2). The setup is demonstrated
in fig. 3.3. There are three possible scenarios:
(i) The level de-excites by either γ-ray emission or internal conversion before the ion exits
the charge reset foil. The ionic charge state is then reset when the recoil passes through
the foil.
(ii) The de-excitation occurs after the charge reset foil and proceeds via γ-ray emission
which leaves the ionic charge state unchanged.
(ii) The de-excitation occurs after the charge reset foil and proceeds via the emission of an
internal conversion electron. The ensuing Auger cascade causes the emission of more
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atomic electrons and increases the ionic charge state.
There will be two components in the charge-state distribution (CSD) of ions after the reset
foil. A low charge component (QL) due to scenarios (i) and (ii), and a high charge component
(QH) due to scenario (iii). The intensities of these two components (IL and IH) are given by,
IH(x) = Pic IA(x) , (3.13)
IL(x) = IB(x)+Pγ IA(x) , (3.14)
where IA and IB are the intensity of transitions that occur after and before the reset foil re-
spectively and and Pic(γ) is the probability that the transition proceeds by internal conversion
x






















Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the charge plunger method (upper). An internal conversion
and subsequent Auger cascade will cause the ionic charge to increase. If the transition occurs
before the reset foil, the ionic charge state will be reset. If the transition occurs after the reset
foil, the ion remains in a high charge state. A γ-ray transition does not create a vacancy in
the atomic shell configuration and therefore does not affect the charge state of the ion. The
charge-state distribution after the plunger foil will therefore contain two components (lower).
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(γ-ray emission). Therefore it is possible to transform from the experimental observables, IH
















The decay curve of the excited state, which reflects the probability of a transition occurring












and depends on four variables; the average recoil velocity after the target, v, the target-to-
reset foil distance, x, the internal conversion coefficient for the transition, α , and the lifetime
of the excited state, τ . If the first three variables are known then it is possible to obtain the
lifetime of the state.
3.2.1 Multiple high charge components
The situation becomes harder when a more realistic nuclear level scheme, shown in fig. 3.4a,
is considered. There are now multiple internal conversion electrons that can be emitted after
the reset foil. Each of these conversions will be succeeded by an Auger cascade and will
result in multiple high charge components in the CSD as shown in fig. 3.4b. The different
components of the CSD will be referred to as QL, QH , Q2H , Q3H , etc. (with intensities IL,
IH , I2H , I3H , etc.) for the remainder of the work. Ions have a finite number of electrons,
so for low-Z nuclei the effect of multiple internal conversions on the CSD will be more
complicated. However, here we consider only nuclei for which the Auger emission process
is not significantly altered by the fact that the ion is already positively charged.
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Another problem arises due to the fact that nuclear de-excitations are only inferred from the
CSD and are not directly observed. Consider the decay paths CBA, DBA and GBA. It will
be assumed that each transition proceeds by internal conversion after the charge reset foil.
Each decay path will populate the Q3H component of the CSD, therefore making the decay
paths indistinguishable from each other. The problem is compounded when one considers
the decay path FEBA, where three of the transitions proceed by internal conversion and the
other proceeds by γ-ray emission. This path will again cause an ion to populate the Q3H com-
ponent, making it indistinguishable from the three previous decay paths. The transitions may
cause internal conversion electrons to be emitted from different atomic shells, which changes
the average number of Auger electrons emitted from the atom (see fig. 2.9). However, these
changes will be very small when compared with the width of the distribution [Ulf78].
The indistinguishability of different decay paths has consequences for a DDCM singles anal-
ysis. Equation 3.9 shows that it is necessary to know the intensity of all transitions feeding
the level of interest. However, it is impossible to obtain this information for the level i in fig.
3.4a from the CSD without knowledge of the internal conversion of each feeding transition
and the lifetime of the state it depopulates. Therefore, in general, the charge plunger method
cannot be combined with the DDCM singles analysis to perform lifetime measurements.
Due to the difficulty in analysing a level scheme such as that shown in fig. 3.4a, for the
remainder of this chapter a simple rotational band built upon the ground state will be consid-


















Figure 3.4: (a) General level scheme. The transitions between states are labelled A, B, C,
D, E, F and G. (b) The CSD will now contain higher charge components due to multiple

















Figure 3.5: Example rotational band level scheme. Excited levels, i, are populated by a
transition Ti+1 from the level i+ 1, and depopulate via transitions Ti to the level i−1.
method is now discarded and a more suitable notation is adopted. Levels are once again
denoted by a number l ∈N which describes their order in excitation energy. Consecutive
levels l− 1 and l are connected by a transition Tl , which proceeds by either γ-ray emission
or internal conversion. The ground state of the band is given the index l = 0, whilst the
highest level considered is l = Z, such that the order of the levels is l = 0,1,2, ...,X ,Y ,Z. The
level indexing is slightly different in this thesis to that in ref. [Hee21]. There, the highest
levels in the rotational band were labelled M and N instead of X , Y and Z. The indexing has
been changed here as the mathematical description of the charge plunger analysis methods
are covered in more detail and the X , Y , Z notation may offer less confusion in some of the
equations.
3.3 Applying a DDCM coincidence analysis to the charge plunger
method
As shown in refs. [Bar20b, Hee21], a DDCM coincidence analysis can be combined with
the charge plunger method to perform lifetime measurements on low-lying excited states in
a nucleus. The authors used a coincidence gate on a feeding transition to the level of interest,
and detected recoils, separated by ionic charge state, after the charge reset foil.
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In section 3.1.2, the DDCM coincidence equations were defined in terms of the intensity of
shifted (Is) and unshifted (Ius) components of the γ-ray energy spectrum. This notation is
not suitable in the charge plunger method for two reasons. Firstly, recoils are not stopped
in the charge reset foil and therefore the γ-ray emission of the feeding transition to which
a coincidence gate is applied (gating transition) will have a full-shifted (Ifs) and a degraded
(Ide) component in the γ-ray energy spectrum corresponding to the transition occurring before
or after the reset foil respectively. Secondly, the intensity of the transition depopulating the
level of interest (analysing transition) is determined from analysing the intensities of charge
components in the CSD. In this section, the DDCM coincidence equations will be defined
again using a more suitable notation.









where {Z,Y}(x) is the number of TY transitions that are in coincidence with a measured γ ray
from the direct feeding TZ transition. The subscript fs indicates that the gating transition is
detected in the fully shifted component of the γ-ray energy spectrum. The subscripts B and A
refer to the analysing transition occurring before or after the reset foil, respectively. If instead








where the factor ξ , which corrects for differences in the measured intensities of the populat-
ing and depopulating transitions, will be unity. This is because intensities are measured from
the CSD rather than the γ-ray energy spectrum and the efficiency of measuring TY and TX
transitions has no dependence on the energy of the transition. Using the identities,
{Zfs,XA}(x) = {Zfs,YB,XA}(x)+ {Zfs,YA}(x) , (3.21)
and,
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{Zfs,YB}(x) = {Zfs,YB,XA}(x)+ {Zfs,XB}(x) , (3.22)








where the notation {Zfs,YB,XA} implies that a coincidence gate is set on fully shifted TZ γ-ray
emissions, the coincident TY transitions also occur before the reset foil, and the coincident
TX transitions occur after the reset foil. In cases where the notation for a transition occurring
before or after the reset foil is implied by that of a previous or subsequent transition, the
notation is shortened to contain only the necessary information. For example, {Zfs,YA,XA} ≡
{Zfs,YA} and {Zfs,YB,XB} ≡ {Zfs,XB}.
The next paragraphs show how the quantities in equations 3.19 and 3.23 can be derived from
the intensities of components in the CSD, when a coincidence gate is set on the transitions
T2, T3 and TZ shown in fig. 3.5.
Coincidence gate: T2
For the case where a coincidence gate is set on fully-shifted T2 transitions, only T1 transitions
can occur after the reset foil and there will be two components present in the CSD, QL and
QH . This situation is exactly the same as the simple case of a nucleus with one excited state
presented at the beginning of this section. The intensities of T1 transitions occurring after and











where {2fs,H(L)}(x) is the intensity of ions detected in QH (QL) that are in coincidence
with a measured fully shifted γ ray from the T2 transition and α1 is the internal conversion
coefficient of transition T1. By measuring the charge state of ions in coincidence with fully
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shifted T2 transitions, the equations 3.24 and 3.25 can be used together with equation 3.19 to
find the lifetime of level 1.
Coincidence gate: T3
When a gate is placed on fully-shifted T3 transitions, there are now two transitions that can
occur after the reset foil, T2 and T1. This means a second-high charge component, Q2H ,
will also be present in the CSD. The possible combinations of γ-ray transitions and internal
conversions that can occur after the reset foil are shown in fig. 3.6. The intensities of the
charge components QL, QH and Q2H are given by,
{3fs,2H}(x) = P2,ic P1,ic {3fs,2A}(x) , (3.26)



























Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram to show the possible combinations that make up the different
components in the CSD when there are two transitions that can occur after the reset foil.
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{3fs,L}(x) = {3fs,1B}(x)+P1,γ {3fs,2B,1A}(x)+P2,γ P1,γ {3fs,2A}(x) . (3.28)
Using equation 3.26 an expression for the number of T2 transitions occurring after the reset










The number of T2 transitions occurring before the foil is more difficult to obtain. The equa-
tions 3.27 and 3.28 are rearranged to collect expressions for transition T2 occurring before
the reset foil,
P1,ic {3fs,2B,1A}(x) = {3fs,H}(x)− [P2,ic P1,γ +P2,γ P1,ic]{3fs,2A}(x) , (3.30)
{3fs,1B}(x)+P1,γ {3fs,2B,1A}(x) = {3fs,L}(x)−P2,γ P1,γ {3fs,2A}(x) . (3.31)
Using the identity,
{3fs,2B}(x) = {3fs,1B}(x)+P1,γ {3fs,2B,1A}(x)+P1,ic {3fs,2B,1A}(x) , (3.32)
and substituting in the expression for {3fs,2A}(x) from equation 3.29, the number of T2
transitions occurring before the reset foil is given by,












where the terms in the square bracket result from the different combinations of two transitions
that can proceed by either γ-ray emission or internal conversion after the reset foil. The
equations for {3fs,2A}(x) and {3fs,2B}(x) can be used together with the DDCM equation for
a direct feeding transition (equation 3.19) to find the lifetime of level 2.
For the case where the level of interest is l = 1, the DDCM equation for a indirect feeding
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transition (equation 3.23) requires that the quantity {3fs,2B,1A}(x) is measured. This is found
















The notation can be expanded for a coincidence gate set on any transition shown in fig 3.5.
If a gate is set on the fully shifted component of transition TZ there are Y transitions that can
occur after the reset foil, each proceeding by either internal conversion or γ-ray emission.
There will therefore be Y high-charge components in the CSD. The intensities of the charge































































{Zfs,YA}+ ...+P1,γ{Zfs,2B,1A}+ {Zfs,1B} . (3.39)
By rearranging the above equations in a similar manner to that done in the previous cases,



























where the function Ci(α1,α2, ...,αY ) is defined as,












































and describes the different combinations of Y transitions that can proceed by either γ-ray
emission or internal conversion after the foil. Equations 3.40 and 3.41 can be used to find the
lifetime of level Y , τY , when a coincidence gate is placed on the direct feeding transitions,
TZ , occurring before the reset foil.
If instead the level of interest is l = X , the DDCM equation for an indirect feeding tran-
sition (equation 3.23) requires the quantity {Zfs,YB,XA}(x). This is found by rearranging



















Similarly, if the level of interest is l =W ≡ X−1, the DDCM equation for an indirect feeding
transition requires the quantity {Zfs,XB,WA}(x). This is found by rearranging {Zfs,WH}(x)
and substituting in the expressions for {Zfs,YA}(x) and {Zfs,YB,XA}(x). This process can be
repeated for any level in the band. In the above equations it is important to note that for a
lifetime measurement of a state where there are Y possible internal conversions occurring
after the reset foil, then all Y components of the CSD must be measured.
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3.4 Applying a Bateman analysis to the charge plunger method
In section 3.3, experimental observables IL, IH , ..., IY H were transformed into physical vari-
ables relating to the number of T1, T2, ..., TY transitions occurring before and after the reset
foil that could be used within the DDCM framework to directly obtain the lifetime of the
Y th state. However, instead of performing a transformation on the variables, one can fit the
experimental observables by modelling the de-excitation of excited states in a nucleus with
the Bateman equation.
As in the RDDS method, modelling the decay curve of a state using the Bateman equation
requires one to have knowledge of the decay properties of all higher energy excited states.
There is an added problem in the charge plunger method that the experimental observables
are the intensity of components in the CSD and so the de-excitation of a state cannot be
directly observed. The problem can be simplified by considering a rotational level scheme
such as that shown in fig. 3.5. As a reminder, levels are denoted by a number l ∈N which
describes their order in excitation energy. Consecutive levels l− 1 and l are connected by
a transition Tl , which proceeds by either γ-ray emission or internal conversion. The ground
state of the band is given the index l = 0, whilst the highest level considered is l = Z. The
differential equation that describes the change in population of some excited level l at time t,
nl(t) is given by,
d
dt
nl(t) = −λlnl(t)+λl+1nl+1(t) , (3.44)
where the solution to the set of differential equations for the entire band gives the population
of the level l at time t as,






















where nl(0) is the initial population of level l, at time t = 0 [Bat08].
The quantity nl(t) is the population of level l at time t. Therefore nl(t = x/v) represents
the probability that all transitions Ti (i > l) occur before the reset foil and all transitions Tj
( j ≤ l) occur after the reset foil. For the entire rotational band shown in fig. 3.5, the relative
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nY (x)+ ...+P1,γn1(x)+ n0(x) , (3.49)
where nZ(x) ≡ nZ(t = x/v). The quantity n0(x) = 1−∑Zi=1 ni(x), represents the probability
that transition T1 (and therefore all previous transitions) occurs before the reset foil. The
equations above can be simultaneously fitted to the experimental values for IZH , ..., IH and IL
using the parameters, PZ , ..., P1, αZ , ..., α1, λZ , ..., λ1.
In order to fit the experimental intensities to a rotational band with Z levels, the number of
free parameters is 3Z, which will result in a significant uncertainty in the obtained lifetime
value for the level of interest. It is usually the case that the internal conversion coefficient
for the each transition can be fixed using e.g. the BrIcc database [Kib08], and the number of
free parameters can be reduced to 2Z. The next subsection (3.4.1) shows how one can further
reduce the number of parameters that are required to measure the lifetime of the first excited
state (level 1) in the rotational band by (i) assuming a two-level band and (ii) assuming a
rigid-rotor model for the nucleus.
3.4.1 Reducing the number of free parameters in a Bateman fit
Two level rotational band
The whole rotational band can be simplified to a band with only two excited states as shown
in fig. 3.7. The second excited level (2av) in the simplified band is then modelled as a state
whose properties represent an average of the levels 2, 3, ..., Z in the full rotational band. The
decay probability λ2av represents the average depopulation of the levels 2, 3, ..., Z to level





















Figure 3.7: The rotational band with Z excited levels is simplified to one with only two
excited levels. The properties of the second excited level in the simplified band is an average
of the levels 2−Z in the whole band.
transitions T2, T3, ..., TZ to undergo internal conversion.
According to equation 3.45 the population of the two excited levels are,
n2av(t) = n2av(0)e−λ2avt , (3.50)







The intensities of components in the CSD are given by,
I(i≥2)H(x) = n2av(x) ·P2av,ic ·P1,ic , (3.52)
IH(x) = n2av(x) [P2av,ic ·P1,γ +P2av,γ ·P1,ic]+ n1(x) ·P1,ic , (3.53)
IL(x) = (1−n1(x))+ n2av(x) ·P2av,γ ·P1,γ + n1(x) ·P1,γ , (3.54)
where I(i≥2)H(x) = ∑
Z
i=2 IiH(x). In most cases the lifetime of states in a rotational band
decreases with excitation energy [Boh75b], and the decay properties of level 2av will be
dominated by those of level 2 in the full rotational band,
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λ2av ≈ λ2 , (3.55)
P2av,ic ≈ P2,ic . (3.56)
Rigid rotor model
In section 2.4.2, equation 2.40 gave the lifetime for levels which de-excite via stretched E2
transitions between successive levels in a K = 0 rotational band. This sort of level scheme is
commonly seen in deformed even-even nuclei and assumed in the rotational band shown in







where Eγ is the transition energy in MeV, α is the internal conversion coefficient for the
transition, Q0 is the intrinsic quadrupole moment in units of eb and 〈I 020|I−2 0〉, the rele-
vant Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, is replaced by an expression depending on I. If a deformed
rigid-rotor model is assumed for the nucleus then a single quadrupole moment is used to
describe the whole band. The lifetime for every state in the band is then contained within a
single free parameter, Q0. This model is used in chapter 5 to allow for a better fit to exper-
imental data when using the Bateman method to obtain lifetime information for low-lying





An experiment was performed at the Accelerator Laboratory of the University of Jyväskylä,
Finland to measure the lifetime of excited states in 178Pt. The experimental setup and method
are described in this chapter. A 2pnA beam of 32S from the K130 cyclotron was used to
bombard a 1 mg/cm2 152Sm target with an upstream 1.5 mg/cm2 Ta backing at an energy
of 192 MeV over a period ∼2 days. The DPUNS plunger housed the target and a movable
0.29 mg/cm2 Ni charge reset foil which was employed downstream of the target with respect
to the beam direction. DPUNS was connected to the MARA recoil separator which separates
ions by the mass/charge (m/q) value. The JUROGAM 3 spectrometer surrounded the target
position and was used to detect prompt γ radiation. An MWPC and DSSSD were employed at
the focal plane of MARA in order to detect recoiling ions and their subsequent decays. Data
were collected for 12 plunger distances that belong to the region-of-sensitivity to measure
the lifetime of the 2+1 excited state.
4.1 Heavy ion fusion evaporation reactions
Heavy ion fusion evaporation is an extensively used tool in nuclear physics experiments to
create heavy proton-rich nuclei. A projectile, ApZp X , collides with a stationary target nucleus,
At







∗. For the fusion
to happen the projectile ion must have enough energy to overcome the Coulomb barrier that
is caused by the repulsion of positive protons in each nucleus. The height of the fusion barrier
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is the ratio of the Coulomb force to the nuclear force at the point of contact r = Rpt =
r0(A1/3p + A
1/3
t ). The constant as = 17.23MeV is the surface-term constant in the liquid-






According to ref. [Bas74], the range of the nuclear interaction d = 1.35fm is a good value
for heavy projectiles when r0 = 1.07fm is used.
Figure 4.1: De-excitation of a compound nucleus after the fusion of a projectile and target
nucleus. The yrast line follows a I(I−1) dependence. At high angular momentum (I > 30)
the yrast line is shown to fade out as this dependence becomes unlikely due to e.g. pair
breaking [And76].
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Typically, the projectile ion has to be accelerated to energies > 100MeV to overcome this
barrier where the fusion the two particles can take place. The compound nucleus is formed
with a high excitation energy and a large angular momentum. The de-excitation process
of the compound nucleus is shown schematically in fig. 4.1. It quickly de-excites (t ∼
10−19s) via the emission of neutrons, protons and alpha particles. Typical values for the
kinetic energy of these particles range between 1-2 MeV for neutrons to around 20 MeV for
alpha particles. Once the excitation energy goes below the particle evaporation threshold, the
compound nucleus de-excites from a continuum of states down to low-energy discrete states,
via a statistical cascade of high energy, low angular momentum γ rays. The nucleus then
transitions down to its ground state via low-energy transitions between yrast states. An yrast
state is defined as the lowest-energy state for a given angular momentum.
As well as fusion-evaporation products being produced, there is a large background from
scattered beam particles and fission products. These two sources of background are much
lighter than the fusion-evaporation products and can be removed using a recoil separator (see
sec. 4.4) and with recoil tagging techniques (see sec. 4.7).
4.2 JUROGAM 3 in-beam array
The JUROGAM 3 in-beam γ-ray spectrometer is an array of high-purity germanium (HPGe)
detectors used to detect prompt γ-ray radiation following heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reac-
tions at the target. The array consists of 15 EUROGAM Phase I [Bea92] and 24 EUROGAM
II Clover HPGe detectors [Duc99] arranged into four rings at fixed polar angles with respect
to the beam direction, as shown in fig. 4.2. A Phase I detector is a single coaxial n-type
HPGe crystal of diameter 72 mm and length 80 mm, whilst the Clover detectors comprise
four close packed coaxial n-type HPGe crystals of diameter 50 mm and length 70 mm each,
all in a single encapsulation [Ebe08]. Information on the HPGe detectors and the angle of
each ring with respect to the beam direction are shown in table 4.1. Due to the geometry of
the Clover detectors, two angles are given for the rings containing Clover detectors.
When a γ ray scatters into or out of a HPGe detector it does not deposit its full energy and will
contribute to the Compton background. For this reason the HPGe detectors are surround by
bismuth germanate (BGO) scintillators which have poor energy resolution but high detection
efficiency. When a HPGe detector and a BGO detect a γ ray in coincidence the event is ve-
toed and discarded from the data. The BGO detectors therefore act as Compton-suppression
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Figure 4.2: A rendered design of the JUROGAM 3 spectrometer with 15 Phase I and 24 Clover
detectors arranged into 4 rings. Information on each ring is given in table 4.1. This figure is
taken from ref. [Pak20].
shields and reduce the background of scattered events. The detection efficiency of the entire
JUROGAM 3 array is reported to be 11.3(2)% at 356keV and 5.2(1)% at 1332keV. The full
array has a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) resolution of 2.11(41)keV at 356keV and
2.85(37)keV at 1332keV [Pak20].
In a typical experiment, γ rays are emitted from recoiling nuclei moving at velocities that
are in the range β = v/c = 1−8% [Pak20]. This causes the detected energy to be Doppler
shifted. This effect gives rise to the Doppler broadening of the γ-ray peaks, which is given
Table 4.1: The JUROGAM 3 spectrometer is made up of a combination of Phase I and Clover
germanium detectors arranged into four rings at different angles with respect to the beam
direction. Two angles are given for the Clover detector due to the arrangement of the crystals.
Ring Detector Angle (deg) Type of detectors Number of detectors
1 157.6 Phase I 5
2 133.57 Phase I 10
3 (100.0, 109.0) Clover 12
4 (71.0, 80.0) Clover 12
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by,
∆E = β sin(θ )∆θ E0 (4.4)
where ∆θ is the opening angle of the detector, θ is the detector angle with respect to the recoil
velocity and E0 is the γ-ray energy in the rest-frame of the nucleus [Ebe08]. The direction
that the recoil travels is along the beam axis. The crystals of the Clover detectors have smaller
opening angles which reduces the effect of Doppler broadening. For this reason the Clover
detectors are placed at angles close to 90◦ relative to the beam direction where broadening is
greatest.
Equation 3.1 gave the Doppler-shifted energy of a γ ray emitted from a nucleus moving with
some velocity. By considering this equation for a nucleus moving at non-relativistic speeds,
as expected in a heavy ion fusion-evaporation reaction, the difference between the Doppler-
shifted energies, |E−E0|, will be minimum at θ ∼90◦ and maximum at 0◦, 180◦. The RDDS
method benefits from being able to easily distinguish different Doppler-shifted components
of a γ-ray transition. Therefore, in an ideal setup for RDDS experiments, detectors would be
placed at angles such that |E−E0| is maximised.
In JUROGAM 3 the more efficient Clover detectors are placed at angles close to 90◦, which is
not ideal for RDDS experiments. However, there are still 15 Phase I detectors placed at large
angles with respect to the beam direction. For this reason RDDS techniques have been used
frequently with the JUROGAM spectrometer [Gra05, MG19, Gra06, O’D09, Gra16, Wat11,
Pro11, Hod16, Pro10, Gra09, Say17, Sch10, Don15, Tay13a, Pro12, Tay15, Pro13, Don17a,
Li16, Don17b]. In an experiment using the charge plunger method, the use of JUROGAM
3 allows one to apply a DDCM coincidence analysis to the data (see section 3.3) [Bar20b,
Hee21]. A DDCM coincidence analysis requires recoils to be selected in coincidence with
the feeding transition to the level of interest occurring before the reset foil. Therefore, the
analysis benefits from being able to easily resolve different Doppler-shifted components in
the γ-ray energy spectrum, similar to the RDDS method.
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4.3 DPUNS plunger device
The Differential Plunger for Unbound Nuclear States (DPUNS) [Tay13b] is a plunger device
purposely built to perform lifetime measurements at the University of Jyväskylä Accelerator
Laboratory on excited states in exotic nuclei with low population cross sections. A schematic
of the device is shown in fig. 4.3. DPUNS was built to work in either a vacuum or gas
environment and as such can be coupled to both the RITU and MARA separators. As it
was essential that the charge state of ions remained unchanged when travelling to the focal
plane, DPUNS was coupled to MARA in this experiment as shown in fig. 4.4. The part of
DPUNS that houses the target and degrader was surrounded by the JUROGAM 3 spectrometer
to measure prompt γ rays. The degrader foil was replaced with a 0.29mg/cm2 Ni charge reset
foil.
The DPUNS plunger device is based on the Köln plunger device [Cle78]. A Physik Instru-
mente (PI) [Phy] linear piezoelectric stepping motor is used to vary the distance between the
target and reset foil. The stepping motor has a 30mm travelling range, with an accuracy of
∼ 20nm. To measure absolute distances it is necessary to find the minimum separation be-
tween the target and reset foils. To do this the capacitance method is used [Ale70, Dew12].
The target and reset foil are stretched on cones to ensure a flat surface. The foils are aligned
Figure 4.3: Schematic of the DPUNS plunger device. This figure is taken from [Tay13b].
DPUNS was originally commissioned to work with the RITU separator. However, it can also
be used with the MARA separator.
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Figure 4.4: The DPUNS plunger coupled to the MARA recoil separator. The DPUNS target
area is surrounded by the JUROGAM 3 spectrometer.













Figure 4.5: The capacitance method is used to calibrate the distance between the target and
reset foils. This figure has been adapted from [Dew12] for the DPUNS device.
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where A is the area of the stretched target foil, x is the target-to-reset foil separation, and ε0
is the vacuum permittivity. A voltage pulse (Vi) applied to the reset foil induces a voltage
(V (x) ∝ C(x)Vi) on the target. This induced voltage is proportional to the inverse of the
distance between the two foils. The induced target voltage is calibrated to the target-to-reset
foil separation at the start of the experiment using a TESA GT 43 axial miniature probe [TES]
coupled to a TT20 electronic micrometer. Fig. 4.5 shows a schematic diagram demonstrating
the capacitance method. The distance calibration curve, taken at the start of the experiment,
in fig. 4.6a shows induced voltage, V (x), against micrometer reading (xmicro). Electrical
contact between the foils was observed at a micrometer reading of xmicro = −982.0µm.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Target-to-reset foil distance calibration. The micrometer reading at electrical
contact was xcontact = −982.0µm. (b) For a parallel plate capacitor the induced voltage V
varies linearly with target-to-reset foil separation x = xcontact +982.0µm. The offset between
the true target-to-reset foil separation and electrical contact (see text) is measured in the













Figure 4.7: During the distance calibration the two foils are brought closer to each other until
electrical contact is achieved. However due to various effects the point at which electrical
contact occurs is not the true zero separation point between the two foils. The effects shown
have been enhanced.
Fig. 4.6b shows 1/V (x) against target-to-reset foil separation before observed electrical
contact, x= xmicro+982.0µm. According to equation 4.5 there should be a linear relationship
between 1/V (x) and x. Such a linear relationship is observed at short distances with gradient
0.0067(3) 1/Vµm and intercept 0.057(8) 1/V. The gradient of the line will go to zero if
part of the plunger touches a non-conductive region of the target foil, such as an oxide layer
[Ale70]. This explains the deviation of calibration points in fig. 4.6b from a linear trend at
very short distances (≤ 15µm). According to equation 4.5 at x = 0µm, 1/V (x) = 0V−1,
however this is not observed. Fig. 4.7 schematically shows some of the reasons why this
occurs. The foils are aligned by eye and therefore may not be perfectly parallel, there may
be surface defects, or the presence of dust particles that cause a protrusion from the surface
of the foil. These all contribute to an offset between the true target-to-reset separation and
the point of electrical contact. From the distance calibration curve in fig. 4.6b, this offset is
measured to be 8(1)µm.
At long distances (≥ 50µm) the relationship becomes non-linear due to the stray capacitance
of electrical leads and the target and stopper frames [Dew89]. A semi-empirical least-squares
fit of the form axn + bx2 + cx−1 has been made to the voltage calibration points for mid-
(50 < x < 500µm) and long-range (500 < x < 2000µm) distances. The x−1 term represents
the "perfect" parallel plate capacitor, the x2 accounts for edge effects on the foil, and xn term
represents higher-order corrections for the stray capacitance [Gil19a, Gil19b]. The fits are
shown in fig. 4.8 and the best-fit parameters are given in table 4.2.
As beam ions travel through the target and reset foils they lose energy which causes the target
to heat up and expand. Temperatures at the beam spot often reach beyond 100 ◦C [Dew12].
This means that the distance between the target and reset foil can change during beam on
periods. To achieve constant target-to-reset foil separation the feedback method is applied.
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Figure 4.8: Target-to-reset foil calibrations at (a) mid-range distances (50 < x < 500µm) and
(b) long-range distances (500 < x < 2000µm).
The target-to-reset foil separation is measured constantly throughout the experiment using
the capacitance method. The induced signal is sampled by a 1.25MS/s, 16 Bit, National
Instruments PCI-6251 M Series data acquisition (DAQ) card and run through a modified
version of the Köln plunger control software which then readjusts the target-to-reset foil
separation as necessary by applying a voltage to a piezoelectric actuator. Fig. 4.9 shows an
example of how the plunger feedback mechanism adjusts the position of the reset foil (blue)
to keep a constant voltage value (black).
Table 4.2: Best-fit parameters for target-to-reset foil distance calibration at mid- and long-
range distances.
Distance range a(V/µmn) n b(V/µm2) c(Vµm)
50 < x < 500µm 3.85(50) −0.29(2) 65.4(29) −1.46(45)×10−7
500 < x < 2000µm 29.7(59) −0.57(2) −63(25) 1.29(53)×10−9
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Figure 4.9: Plunger feedback example. The position of the micrometer varies in order to
keep the induced voltage constant.
Distances greater than 2000 µm are outside the calibrated range of the micrometer and the
feedback method can no longer be used. The target-to-reset foil separation is instead mea-
sured using the internal measurement system of the stepping motor. At these distances varia-
tions in the thickness of the target and reset foils should be small compared to their separation
(< 1% [MG21a]). The effect can be estimated using the difference between the micrometer
reading and the distance calculated using the capacitance method. Accounting for this effect
yields an error of ∼10 µm for distances where x >2000 µm.
4.4 MARA recoil separator
After the DPUNS plunger device, nuclei travel through the vacuum-mode recoil-separator
MARA (Mass Analysing Recoil Apparatus). MARA separates out scattered beam and fission
products from fusion products. As MARA is a vacuum-mode separator, ions are separated
by their mass-over-charge (m/q) ratio. For a specific mass, ions of different charge states
will take different paths through the separator and arrive at different positions at the focal
plane. Quadrupole and dipole magnets are used along with an electrostatic deflector. Fig.
4.10 shows a schematic diagram of the MARA setup. The electrostatic deflector and dipole
magnet separate out fusion-evaporation products from beam-like recoils. The quadrupole
magnets act to change the focus the beam, and are used to improve the matching of the recoil
cone to the acceptance of the electrostatic deflector. A transmission detector is placed at the
focal plane and downstream of that is placed an implantation detector. These are the MWPC
and DSSSD respectively (see section 4.5 for more details). The horizontal position of ions in
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the MWPC, xMWPC, determines the m/q ratio of ions.
4.4.1 Electric and magnetic rigidity
The separation of evaporation residues is determined by the magnetic and electric rigidity of
the ion. The Lorentz force acting on a particle of mass m, travelling at a velocity ~v through
an electric (~E) and magnetic (~B) field is given by,
~F = q~E + q(~v×~B) (4.6)
where q is the charge of the particle.
Magnetic rigidity
Assuming the velocity is perpendicular to the magnetic field the Lorentz force will always
act perpendicular to the velocity and the particle will follow a circular path with radius ρ .
The centripetal force gives a = v2/ρ , and substituting a = qvB/m from equation 4.6, the
magnetic rigidity is given by,










where Ek is the kinetic energy of the ion in MeV, the mass m is expressed in atomic mass
units u and the ionic charge is expressed in elementary charges e.
Electric rigidity
For the electric rigidity, it is assumed that the ion velocity is perpendicular to the electric field.
The Lorentz force will always act perpendicular to the velocity and the particle will follow
a circular path with radius ρ . The centripetal force again gives a = v2/ρ , and substituting























































where Ek is the kinetic energy of the ion in MeV and the ionic charge is expressed in elemen-
tary charges e.
The interplay between the values q, m and Ek are very important since MARA has only a finite
total length along the optical axis of 6.85m and a change in any one of these parameters can
result in a very different ρ , affecting the position that ions arrive at the focal plane. Typically
only a few ionic charge states can be seen at the focal plane of MARA. It is worth noting the





Assuming that everything remains constant except for the charge of the ion, the change in the
curvature of the path that an ion takes when travelling through MARA decreases for higher
charge states. This means that as one goes to higher charge states, the separation between
charge states at the focal plane becomes smaller. The opposite effect applies for the mass of
the ion, and for a higher mass there will be a greater spread in the charge states observed at
the focal plane.
4.4.2 Charge spectra at focal plane
The strengths of the electric and magnetic fields are chosen such that a reference particle of
mass mref, charge qref and kinetic energy Ek,ref will arrive at the centre of the focal plane. The












where xMWPC, the horizontal position of the ion in the MWPC, is defined such that xMWPC =0 mm
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Figure 4.11: Spread of recoils in MARA during this experiment for mref =178 u, qref =17 e
and Ek,ref =23 MeV. The side charge states (q = 16,18 e) have a weaker transmission, in part
due to the finite size of the implantation detector.
corresponds to the centre of the focal plane, and ∆ is the dispersion of ions in MARA. Using
the nominal quadrupole fields ∆ =8.0 mm/(% in m/q) [Sar08].
Fig. 4.11 (top) shows the xMWPC spectrum for a reference particle with mref =178 u, qref =17 e
and Ek,ref =23 MeV, obtained in this experiment. The three large peaks correspond to 178Pt
charge states q = 16,17,18 e. The bottom panel of fig. 4.11 shows xDSSSD− xMWPC against
xMWPC for recoils in this experiment, where xDSSSD is the horizontal position of an ion in
the DSSSD. The central region corresponds to the reference particle and has the strongest
transmission. The intensity of the side charge states is cut off due to the finite size of the
DSSSD. Therefore the intensities of the side charge states are not directly comparable to the
central charge state.
4.5 Focal plane detectors
The detectors used downstream of MARA are part of the GREAT [Pag03] setup with some
of the original components missing or unused. A position sensitive multiwire proportional
counter (MWPC) lies at the focal plane. It is important that the MWPC is position sensitive
as the horizontal position of the recoil is related to its m/q value (see equation 4.12). Just
behind the MWPC is a double sided silicon-strip detector (DSSSD). Recoils pass through the
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MWPC, depositing some of their energy as they go, and implant into the DSSSD. Correlated
signals in the MWPC and the DSSSD allow one to distinguish between a recoil event, which
will trigger a signal in both detectors, and a subsequent decay event which can only trigger a
signal in the DSSSD.
4.5.1 MWPC
The MWPC has an aperture of 131mm (horizontal)× 50mm (vertical). The detector volume
is filled with isobutane gas. Thin Mylar windows are used for the entrance and exit windows.
A central anode is set to a voltage of 500V and is surrounded by a grid of wire cathodes at
ground potential. The wires are separated by 1mm. A recoil travelling through the MWPC
causes ionisation of gas particles via collisions. The subsequent free electrons are accelerated
by the large electric field to the nearest wire and have enough energy to cause further ioni-
sation. This results in an avalanche process in the high-field region close to the wire, which
induces a pulse proportional to the energy deposited by the recoil.
Using a system of delay lines, a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) is used to find the time
difference between the signal coming from the central anode and the wire cathode. This gives
the positional information of the wire cathode and in turn the recoil path.
4.5.2 DSSSD
After the MWPC, recoils are implanted into the DSSSD. The purpose of the DSSSD is to
measure the energy of the implantation and the energy released by any further decay events.
In total it consists of 72 vertical and 192 horizontal strips giving 13,824 pixels. The dimen-
sions of the DSSSD are 48×128mm2 and each pixel size is 0.69×0.69mm2. The DSSSD
has a thickness of 300 µm. The pixels allow for spatial correlation of a recoil implantation
and a subsequent alpha decay as they must both occur in the same pixel. The horizontal and
vertical strips were set to high and low gains respectively. This allows the horizontal strips to
detect low energy signals, resulting from e.g. alpha decays, and the vertical strips to detect
signals from high energy events, resulting from e.g. recoil implantation.
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4.6 Data acquisition system (DAQ)
The total data readout (TDR) acquisition system is employed to process signals from JU-
ROGAM 3 and the focal planes detectors [Laz01]. TDR is a triggerless data acquisition
system whereby all the data from each detector channel is timestamped and stored. The data
from all detector channels are then ordered in an event builder, and spatial and temporal cor-
relation conditions are set using software off line. The timestamping is done using a 100 MHz
clock giving a precision of 10 ns for the time difference between separate events occurring
in different detector channels. The TDR system eliminates common dead time losses and is
suitable for a system with a high data rate. The Grain data analysis program was used to sort
the data collected with the TDR system [Rah08].
4.7 Recoil identification techniques
Despite the separation from fusion-evaporation products using MARA, there will still remain
a large background of scattered beam and fission products at the focal plane. In order to per-
form detailed spectroscopy on nuclei produced with low cross sections, tagging techniques
must be performed using energy and time coincidence gates. By setting conditions for the
energy of recoils, and their time of flight between the MWPC and the DSSSD, one can dis-
tinguish between heavy fusion-evaporation residues and lighter scattered beam and fission
products. Subsequent recoil-decay tagging or γ-decay tagging techniques can then be used
to unambiguously identify the nuclear species of a recoil.
4.7.1 Identifying fusion-evaporation reaction products
Recoiling nuclei pass through the MWPC, depositing energy ∆E, and implant into the DSSSD
where they lose the rest of their energy E. The time of flight (t.o.f.) of the recoils is defined
as the time difference between the signals in the MWPC and the DSSSD, calculated using a
time-to-amplitude convertor. The t.o.f. for a heavy fusion-evaporation recoil is∼10 ns. A 2D
histogram plot of the t.o.f. against the recoil energy detected in the DSSSD is shown in fig.
4.12 for all recoils. There is an overwhelming background originating from scattered beam
and fission products. A 2D gate is set around the region corresponding to fusion-evaporation
residues, shown as a black dashed line. Any recoils that did not fulfil the conditions of this
gate were discarded from the data. This greatly reduces the background.
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Figure 4.12: 2D histogram plot of recoil t.o.f. vs. DSSSD energy, E for all incoming recoils.
A 2D gate is set on fusion-evaporation residues, shown as a black dashed line.
4.7.2 Recoil-decay tagging
Fusion-evaporation reactions at the target can create several neighbouring nuclear species.
Due to the different products having similar masses and atomic numbers, they will all have
significant transmission through the MARA recoil separator. Recoil-decay tagging (RDT)
techniques are most commonly employed to distinguish the prompt γ-ray transitions emitted
by a particular nucleus above the background [Pau95]. In RDT, the decay properties of a
nucleus (e.g. characteristic alpha decay energy) are used to identify the species of a recoil
through spatial and temporal correlations. Further temporal correlations are then used to
search for prompt γ rays that originate from the tagged nucleus. Fig. 4.13 shows a schematic
demonstrating how the recoil decay tagging technique works when using a recoil separator.











Figure 4.13: Schematic diagram to describe the recoil decay tagging technique. This figure
is adapted from ref. [The15].
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A) is created at the target and travels downstream towards the recoil separator. Prompt γ-ray
emissions are detected with energy Eγ ,A by JUROGAM 3 detectors surrounding the target. The
DAQ records the detection of these γ rays at a time t0. After passing through the separator,
the recoil will travel through the MWPC, depositing energy ∆Er,A, and implant into a pixel
P1 of the DSSSD, where it is stopped, depositing an energy Er,A. The DAQ records the recoil
implantation at a time t2. If the nuclear species is unstable then after a certain amount of time
the nucleus will decay, depositing energy Ed,A into the same pixel, P1, of the DSSD. This
decay is recorded by the DAQ at a time t4.
A different nucleus (recoil B) implants in to a different pixel, P2, of the DSSSD with energy
Er,B at an earlier time t1 (t0 < t1 < t2). Recoil B then decays with energy, Ed,B, at a time t3
(t2 < t3 < t4). By searching for events that are spatially correlated (i.e. occurring in the same
pixel of the DSSSD), it is ensured that the decay in pixel P2 (Ed,B) is not falsely assigned to
recoil A.
A third nucleus from an earlier implantation (recoil C), decays in pixel P1 with an energy
Ed,C at a time t5. In this case, the time difference between recoil A and the decay of recoil C
is t5− t2 >> t1/2,A, where t1/2,A is the half-life of the nuclear species which recoil A belongs
to. By searching for events that are temporally correlated (i.e. occurring on a timescale
similar to the half-life of the nuclear species), it is ensured that the decay of recoil C in pixel
P1 (Ed,C) is not falsely assigned to recoil A. Therefore, both spatial and temporal correlations
must be performed in order to correctly assign the decay in pixel P1 (Ed,A) to recoil A. This
Table 4.3: Example of the data stream coming from an experiment using JUROGAM 3 and the
MARA recoil separator with an MWPC and DSSSD at the focal plane. The time difference
between the recoil being detected in the MWPC and in the DSSSD recoil is smaller than
the timestamping frequency of the DAQ and so they are registered at the same time. As
mentioned in sec. 4.7.1, the flight time between the MWPC and DSSSD is measured using a
TAC.
Detector Energy Time
JUROGAM 3 Eγ ,A t0
MWPC ∆Er,B t1
DSSSD (Pixel P2) Er,B t1
MWPC ∆Er,A t2
DSSSD (Pixel P1) Er,A t2
DSSSD (Pixel P2) Ed,B t3
DSSSD (Pixel P1) Ed,A t4
· · ·
· · ·
DSSSD (Pixel P1) Ed,C t5
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True correlated γ-recoil events
Random correlated events
Figure 4.14: γ- recoil time difference spectrum. A peak exists for true correlated γ-recoil
events. There is a flat background corresponding to random correlated γ-recoil events. A
time gate is applied to choose the true correlated events.
allows for the nuclear species of the recoil to be unambiguously identified using RDT.
Another way to identify the recoil would be to use γ-recoil tagging (GRT). This is suitable
when the level scheme of the nucleus is already well understood and the known energy of a
γ-ray transition can be used to identify the nuclear species. Consider the example in table 4.3
again. The γ-ray energy, Eγ ,A, is used to identify the nuclear species. However, this alone
does not unambiguously assign that species to recoil A. For example, the Eγ ,A event could be
falsely correlated with the Er,B event. This would correspond to a random correlation.
Fig. 4.14 shows the spectrum of γ-recoil time differences, ∆tγ−r. This spectrum was taken
during the experiment described in this work. A peak exists for true correlated γ-recoil
coincidences, corresponding to the flight-time of recoils through MARA (∼µs). To remove
random correlations a condition is placed on ∆tγ−r so that only γ-recoil events that fall within
the time gate shown are considered. Using this gate, the Eγ ,A event is correctly correlated with
the Er,A event, and recoil A is correctly identified.
The advantage of using RDT over GDT or vice versa is dependent on the specific case being
studied, and if possible the two techniques can be combined. Both techniques were employed
in this experiment. GDT was used for performing a DDCM analysis of the charge plunger
data and RDT was used for performing a Bateman analysis.
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2+1 →0+1  152 Sm
Figure 4.15: The 2+1 → 0
+
1 121 keV peak in
152Sm, populated via Coulomb interactions be-
tween beam and target particles, was used to perform normalisation across data sets.
4.8 Data normalisation
To perform analysis of data from a charge plunger experiment, one must measure the relative
intensities of ions in low and high charge states for a range of target-to-reset foil distances.
This means that the data sets split across different MARA settings and target-to-reset foil
distances must be normalised to account for changes in beam current or the length of time in
which the data is collected. For example, in this experiment to achieve acceptable statistics
in the high charge component, the MARA settings were set to select high-charge ions for a
longer period of time than to select low-charge ions.
The population of the 2+1 in the
152Sm target was used to normalise the data across the ex-
periment. This state was populated via Coulomb interactions between the beam and the
152Sm target nuclei and was observed via the 121 keV γ-ray transition which depopulates to
the ground state. Fig. 4.15 shows part of the raw JUROGAM 3 energy spectrum, with the
121 keV peak labelled. In order to measure the strength of this transition for each data set,
a trigger was set on JUROGAM 3 detectors only. Fig. 4.16 shows how the count rate of the
121 keV peak varied with changes in the plunger and MARA settings. Beam current readings
taken during the experiment are also shown in magenta. The rate varies smoothly with the
beam current, giving a good indication that the measured total intensity for each data set is
independent of these changes, and only dependent on the intensity of beam particles incident
on the target and the length of time the data was collected for.
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Figure 4.16: Detection rates for the 2+1 → 0
+
1 121 keV transition in
152Sm. Different target-to-
reset foil distances are labelled. Beam current readings, taken after each change in target-to-
reset foil distance, are shown in magenta. The rate varies smoothly with the change in beam
current despite changes in target-to-reset foil distance and qref. This is a good indication that




5.1 178Pt previous studies
In the midshell region of the nuclear chart, south-west of the doubly-magic 208Pb (Z = 82),
nuclei display strong collective modes of excitation. The energy required to excite the nu-
cleus collectively is much less than that required to cause a single-particle excitation [Kra88].
It is for this reason that the observed energies of the yrast 2+ states peaks around magic num-
bers and is at a minimum in midshell nuclei with atomic mass numbers 150 < A < 190 and
A > 230. It is in these regions where rotational modes of excitation are most common and
ground-state rotational bands can be extended up to high spin [Twi86]. Since internal conver-
sion coefficients increase with decreasing transition energy, nuclei in these regions provide
good cases for testing the charge plunger method. The nuclei in the 150 < A < 190 are
especially good cases due to the high production cross sections that have been observed.
The nucleus 178Pt was first observed by Siivola by bombarding rare-earth targets with heavy
ions [Sii66]. Using this method, the ground state was determined to decay by alpha emission
with energy 5.44(1)MeV and half-life 21.3(15) s. Later studies confirmed the measure-
ments and also discovered a 2+ state at 170 keV, attributed to the first excited state in the
178Pt ground-state rotational band [Dem67, Han70, Hag79, Sch80b, Bow82]. Dracoulis et
al. extended the level scheme to higher spins in the ground-state band and performed life-




1 states using the RDDS technique with γ-ray singles
events [Dra86].
In recent years, more accurate independent lifetimes measurements of these states have been
performed using a DDCM γ-γ coincidence technique [Fra19]. In 2014, Li et al. published
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Table 5.1: Previous lifetime measurements on yrast states in 178Pt.
State τ (ps)
2+1 412(30) ps
a, 445(100) ps b
4+1 40.8(24) ps
b, 54.1(46) ps c
6+1 11.9(11) ps
b, 15.7(12) ps c
8+1 3.79(50) ps
b, 5.4(5) ps c
10+1 1.84(82) ps
b
a Li et al. fast-timing technique [Li14]
b Fransen et al. DDCM γ-γ coincidences [Fra19]
c Dracoulis et al. RDDM γ-ray singles [Dra86]
a result for the lifetime of the 2+1 using fast-timing techniques [Li14]. The current lifetime
data for yrast states in 178Pt are summarised in table 5.1.





















































band Aband B band C band D
Figure 5.1: 178Pt level scheme from the ENSDF database [Ach09]. Level energies (keV) and
Jπ assignments are given on the left of the level. In the ground-state rotational band (band A)
lifetimes from refs. [Li14, Fra19] are given in blue. Transitions in band B were not observed
in this work, whilst transitions in band C and D were observed with weak intensities.
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using data from the ENSDF database [Ach09]. Internal conversion coefficients for transitions
are taken from the BrIcc database [Kib08]. Also included in the figure is a shape-coexisting
intruder band (band B), which was not seen to be populated in this study, and negative parity
odd- and even-spin bands (bands C and D respectively), which were observed to be weakly
populated in this study. Although these bands will not be discussed in detail here, their
presence highlights the care that must be taken when using a Bateman analysis to perform
lifetime measurements.
5.2 178Pt alpha-decay spectrum
The recoil decay tagging (RDT) technique was used to search for decay events that were
preceded by a recoil event. For each recoil that implanted into the DSSSD, a time window of
200 seconds was used to search for a subsequent decay event. The maximum rate of recoils
arriving at the DSSSD (calculated for a MARA reference particle with qref = 17e at target-to-
reset foil distance x = 5061µm) was 0.004 recoils/second/pixel. Fig. 5.2 shows part of the
DSSSD spectrum for recoil-decay coincidence events. The spectrum contains a summation
of events from all target-to-reset foil distances. At energies 5.0 < Edecay < 6.5 MeV there
are peaks corresponding to characteristic alpha decays. The two separate spectra shown
















Figure 5.2: Part of the DSSSD energy spectrum for recoil-decay coincidences. This spectrum
is a summation of all distances. The blue and red spectra correspond to data taken when
MARA settings were optimised to transmit low charged (qref =17 e) and highly charged ions
(qref =25 e) respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Part of the DSSSD energy spectrum for recoil-decay coincidences. This spectrum
is a summation of all distances. The prominent peaks originate from the alpha decays of 178Pt
and 177Pt recoils. The parent nucleus is labelled for each peak. The energy range used to
select 178Pt alpha decays for gating purposes later on in this work are shown as blue dashed
lines.
in blue and red correspond to data taken when MARA settings were optimised to transmit
low charged (qref =17 e) and highly charged ions (qref =25 e) respectively. There is a much
higher background for the high charge ion spectrum. As the qref, mref and Ek,ref parameters
are related through equations 4.8 and 4.10, changing the MARA settings for a different qref
value in 178Pt will result in a different Ek,ref value for other particles. Therefore the energy
distribution of particles arriving at the focal plane will change. The broad distributions seen
in fig. 5.2 at 1.5 < Edecay < 3.0 MeV and 4.0 < Edecay < 6.0 MeV in the qref =25 e spectrum
correspond to scattered low-Z ions which do not significantly ionize the gas particles in the
MWPC, meaning they are not registered as recoils [Sar21].
Fig. 5.3 is the same as fig. 5.2 but expanded around the prominent alpha decay peaks in the
spectrum. The strongest peak represents the 178Pt alpha decay. There is also a weaker peak
resulting from the alpha decay of 177Pt recoils. In order to select 178Pt recoils to view their
charge state distribution, JUROGAM 3 γ-ray energy spectrum, etc., a DSSSD energy gate can
be set to select recoil-decay coincidences that fall within a particular energy range. For 178Pt
alpha decays this energy gate is chosen to be 5.42 ≤ Edecay ≤ 5.48 MeV and is shown as










































(b) γ-r-a band A
band C
band D
Figure 5.4: (a) Part of JUROGAM 3 spectrum for γ rays that are in coincidence with a recoil
implantation. This spectrum is a summation of all distances. Yrast transitions for the 178Pt
ground-state rotational band are labelled. (b) Same as (a) but requiring a 178Pt alpha decay
to occur at least 200 s after the recoil implantation. Weak transitions originating from band
C (red triangles) and band D (green squares) are labelled. See fig. 5.1 for band details.
5.3 178Pt γ spectrum
Recoils were also selected in coincidence with a γ ray detected by the JUROGAM 3 spec-
trometer. Fig. 5.4 (a) shows part of the JUROGAM 3 energy spectrum for γ rays detected in
coindcidence with a recoil at the focal plane of MARA The spectrum contains a summation
of events from all target-to-reset foil distances. At low energies (Eγ < 100.0 keV) peaks cor-
responding to platinum, tantalum (backing foil) and samarium (target foil) X rays are present.
Intense peaks corresponding to γ-ray transitions in the 178Pt ground-state band can be seen.
These transitions are confirmed in fig. 5.4 (b), which shows the same spectrum as 5.4 (a), but
requires a 178Pt alpha decay to occur at most 200 seconds after the recoil implantation in the
same DSSSD pixel. The 178Pt ground-state band transitions are labelled.
5.4 Evaporation residue velocity measurement
The intensity of internal conversions occurring before and after the reset foil not only depends
on the lifetime of the excited states and the target-to-reset foil distance, but also on the aver-
age recoil velocity between the target and reset foils. The Doppler shift of 178Pt transitions
measured by the JUROGAM 3 spectrometer was used to measure the average recoil velocity.
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Figure 5.5: The centroid of the 4+→ 2+ 257 keV transition against JUROGAM 3 ring angle
at target-to-reset foil distance x =5061 µm. A linear fit is made to the data, the gradient of
which is proportional to the velocity of 178Pt recoils. A similar fit was made for the 6+→ 4+
and 8+→ 6+ transitions (see table 5.2).
The measured energy of a γ ray emitted from a recoil moving at a velocity β = v/c will be
Doppler shifted. At non-relativistic energies the Doppler-shifted energy is approximated by,
E = E0 (1+βcos(θ )) (5.1)
where E0 is the energy of the transition when the recoil is stationary and θ is the angle of the
detector with respect to the direction of the recoil velocity.
In fig. 5.5, the centroid of the 4+1 → 2
+
1 257 keV γ ray peak is plotted against cos(θ ) for
the different detector angles in JUROGAM 3 . As a reminder, the angles of the JUROGAM 3
rings are given in table 4.1. The data correspond to target-to-reset foil distance x =5061 µm,
at which this transition is expected to always occur before the reset foil. A linear fit made
Table 5.2: Measured velocity for three transitions in 178Pt using a linear fit to the Doppler-
shifted energy against detector angle for different rings in the JUROGAM 3 spectrometer. A
weighted average is also given.










Weighted Average - 1.77(2)
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to the data shown in fig. 5.5 gives the velocity of 178Pt recoils between the target and reset







transitions at target-to-reset foil distance x =5061 µm. Table 5.2 shows the velocity measured
by each fit along with a weighted average.
5.5 178Pt charge-state distribution scan
As discussed in section 4.4, the number of charge states that can be seen at the focal plane
of MARA will depend on the value of the reference charge state. In this experiment the
number of charge states that could be seen at the focal plane varied between three (qref =17 e)
and five (qref =25 e) charge states. To view the entire charge-state distribution (CSD), a
scan must be performed over a range of reference charge states. Before the experiment it
was decided that it would take too long to scan the entire CSD for each target-to-reset foil
distance. Instead a scan was performed at just three distances, x =5061 µm, 1543 µm and
43 µm. These scans were then used to identify the different charge components in the CSD.
For the low and first-high charge component, a single reference charge state was chosen
to represent the intensity of that component and, for each plunger run, data were collected
using MARA settings corresponding to these reference charge states. Here the distinction is
made that a scan is a set of data obtained with the purpose of identifying the different charge
components in the CSD; whereas a plunger run is a set of data obtained with the purpose of
performing a lifetime measurement. The majority of the beam time during this experiment
was spent performing plunger runs.
Fig. 5.6 shows an example 2D histogram of recoil m/q value against recoil decay energy
at the focal plane of MARA for recoils in coincidence with a subsequent 178Pt alpha decay
during the x =1542 µm CSD scan. A gating condition is set to only integrate counts that fall
within the chosen 178Pt alpha decay energy range. This is shown as a lighter shaded region
in fig 5.6. A separate gate, shown as a darker shaded region in fig. 5.6, is set to integrate
counts in the energy range 5.67≤ Edecay ≤ 5.73MeV. This is used to estimate the number of
background counts that arise as random coincidences. The background gate was chosen at
this energy as it lies close to the 178Pt alpha energy but does not show any alpha-decay peaks
in the recoil-decay DSSSD energy spectrum (fig. 5.3).
Counts within the shaded regions are integrated along the DSSSD energy axis to find the
projection of counts onto the m/q axis for each of the shaded regions shown in fig. 5.6. The
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Figure 5.6: Example 2D spectrum of m/q against DSSSD energy taken during a scan of the
CSD at target-to-reset foil distance x = 1542µm. The reference charge is qref =17 e. The
lighter shaded region defines a gate set on 178Pt alpha-decay events, whilst the darker shaded
region defines a background gate.
























Figure 5.7: Example spectrum of m/q taken during a scan of the CSD at target-to-reset foil
distance x = 1542µm. The spectrum is the difference between the projection of counts onto
the m/q axis for the shaded regions shown in fig. 5.6. The reference charge is qref =17 e.
The limits of integration for this charge peak are shown as dashed blue lines.
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resultant spectrum, shown in fig. 5.7, is,
S(m/q) = Salpha(m/q)−Sbackground(m/q) (5.2)
where Salpha(m/q) is the projection of counts in the lighter shaded region and Sbackground(m/q)
is the projection of counts in the darker shaded region. The counts in the central charge peak





where i1 and i2 are the limits of integration for the central charge peak, chosen to include
the majority of counts in the central charge peak. These limits of integration for the central
charge peak are shown as blue dashed lines. A normalised count I(qref)norm is then obtained
by using the Coulomb excitation of the 2+1 state in the
152Sm target as described in section
4.8.
The process was repeated for all reference charge states included in the scan. The CSD of



















Figure 5.8: Charge-state distribution for 178Pt recoils at target-to-reset foil distance
x =5061 µm. The recoils are selected by their subsequent alpha decay in the DSSSD. A
Gaussian fit of the form shown in equation 5.4 is made to the experimental data (solid green
line). As almost all transitions in 178Pt are expected to occur before the reset foil this fit
represents the low charge component in the CSD.
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Figure 5.9: Charge-state distribution for 178Pt recoils at target-to-reset foil distance
x =1542 µm. The recoils are selected by their subsequent alpha decay in the DSSSD. As
the 2+1 → 0
+
1 170 keV transition is expected to occur after the reset foil, a two-component
convolved Gaussian fit is made to the experimental data (solid green line). These compo-
nents represent the low charge (blue dashed line) and first-high charge (red dot-dashed line)
components in the CSD.
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Higher Charge Component
Experimental Data
Figure 5.10: Charge-state distribution for 178Pt recoils at target-to-reset foil distance
x =43 µm. The recoils are selected by their subsequent alpha decay in the DSSSD. A three-
component Gaussian fit is applied to the data (solid green line). The centres and widths of the
QL (blue dashed line) and QH (red dot-dashed line) components are kept fixed using average
values from the CSD scans at x =5061 µm and 1543 µm (see figs. 5.8, 5.9 and table 5.3). A
higher-charge component is clearly visible (purple dotted line).
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Table 5.3: Summary of Gaussian fit parameters for 178Pt CSD spectra at x =5061 µm,
1543 µm and 43 µm.
Target-to-reset foil distance
Parameter 5061 µm 1543 µm Average 43 µm
QL
a 61(4) 43(4) - 28(30)
µ (e) 16.4(1) 16.4(1) 16.4(1) 16.3(5)
σ (e) 2.38(15) 2.25(12) 2.30(9) 2.03(100)
QH
a - 8(2) - 38(7)
µ (e) - 21.2(21) 21.2(21) 21.8(21)
σ (e) - 3.95(76) 3.95(76) 3.93(295)
Q2H
a - - - 3(5)
µ (e) - - - 32.5(134)
σ (e) - - - 4(10)
178Pt ions at target-to-reset foil distances x =5061 µm, 1542 µm and 43 µm are shown in figs.
5.8, 5.9 and 5.10, respectively.
Based on previous lifetime studies, at x =5061 µm almost all transitions in 178Pt are expected
to occur before the charge reset foil and only a low charge component (QL) should be present
in the CSD. Therefore a single Gaussian distribution is fit using a least-squares fitting routine







where a is the amplitude of the Gaussian peak, µ is the mean charge value, and σ is the width
of the distribution. The result of the fit is shown as a solid green line in fig. 5.8.
At x =1543 µm a significant proportion of the 2+1 → 0
+
1 170 keV transition is expected to
occur after the reset foil. At this distance a two-component convolved Gaussian fit is made
to the experimental data. The fit is shown as a solid green line in fig. 5.9, along with the
convolved components, shown as a blue dashed and red dot-dashed line, which represent the
low and first-high charge (QH) components respectively.
At x =43 µm even higher charge components are expected to contribute to the CSD. At this
distance a three-component convolved Gaussian fit is applied to the experimental data. How-
ever, due to the number of degrees of freedom in the fit, the best-fit parameters have large
errors. To reduce these errors the centres and widths of QL and QH are allowed to vary by only
3 standard deviations of the average value obtained from the fits performed at x =5061 µm
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and 1543 µm. When applying the fit in this way a third component is visible within the CSD.
Table 5.3 summarises the values for the Gaussian parameters obtained from these fits. Even
with the constraints placed on the QL and QH parameters there are large errors in the best-fit
parameters. However, this still validates that at smaller target-to-reset foil distances higher
charge components are visible in the CSD as expected.
Using the CSD scans in figs. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10, two charge states were chosen to represent
QL (qref = 17e) and QH (qref = 25e) respectively. These charge states are indicated in each
scan as vertical blue dashed and red dot-dashed lines respectively. These charge states were
chosen to maximise the intensity of the component of interest whilst also minimising the
intensity from overlapping charge components. As previously mentioned, for each plunger
run, data were collected using MARA settings corresponding to these reference charge states.
5.6 DDCM analysis
To measure the lifetime of the 2+1 state in
178Pt using a DDCM coincidence analysis, recoils
are selected in coincidence with a measured γ ray from the 4+1 → 2
+
1 257 keV direct feeding
transition. Fig. 5.11 shows part of an example 2D histogram of recoil m/q value against
energy deposited in JUROGAM 3 for γ rays in coincidence with a recoil detected at the focal
plane of MARA during the x =43 µm, qref =17 e plunger run.
A similar process to that described in section 5.5 was used to find the m/q spectrum of recoils
in coincidence with the 4+1 → 2
+
1 257 keV transition. A gate is set to only integrate counts that
fall within the energy range 254≤ Eγ ≤ 258keV. This is shown as a lighter shaded region in
fig. 5.11. As in the CSD scan, a separate gate, shown as a darker shaded region in fig. 5.11,
is set to integrate counts in the energy range 246≤ Eγ ≤ 250keV. This is used to estimate the
number of background counts that arise as random coincidences. The background gate was
chosen at this energy as it lies close to the 257 keV transition but does not show any γ-ray
peaks in the γ-recoil JUROGAM 3 energy spectrum (fig. 5.4).
The counts inside each of these shaded regions were integrated along the γ-ray energy axis
to find their projection on to the m/q axis. Equation 5.2 was used to find the resulting m/q
spectrum. Fig. 5.12 shows the resulting m/q spectrum for each target-to-reset foil distance at
both qref =17 e and qref =25 e. The transmission through MARA is largest for the reference
charge state, qref, therefore the intensity of high and low charge ions, IH and IL respectively,
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Figure 5.11: Example 2D spectrum of m/q against γ-ray energy taken at target-to-reset foil
distance x = 43µm. The reference charge is qref =17 e. The lighter shaded region defines
a gate set on events in the energy range 254 ≤ Eγ ≤ 258, whilst the darker shaded region
defines a background gate.
were measured by integrating the counts in the normalised charge spectra for the central
charge state only. The limits for the integration are shown in fig. 5.12 as dotted lines. The
relative intensity of high (RH = IHIL+IH ) and low (RL =
IL
IL+IH
) charge ions were used in the
DDCM equations, given in section 3.3 (equations 3.24 and 3.25), to find the relative intensity
of 2+1 → 0
+
1 transitions occurring after (RA) and before (RB) the reset foil, respectively. The
values of RB and RA are shown in fig. 5.15(a) and (b), respectively.
The DDCM lifetime equation (see section 3.3, equation 3.19) requires that the coincidence
gate is set on feeding transitions occurring before the reset foil. The 4+1 → 2
+
1 transition at
257 keV is shown in fig. 5.13 for target-to-reset foil distances x =43 µm and x =5061 µm. At
these distances all the transitions are expected to occur after and before the charge reset foil,
respectively. As recoils pass through the reset foil they will slow down resulting in a smaller
Doppler shift in γ-ray energy, and thus a different energy centroid. Gaussian fits, shown
in fig. 5.13, were applied to the 4+1 → 2
+
1 peak at both distances. The measured centroids
of both Gaussian distributions were 256.54(6) keV (43 µm) and 256.74(5) keV (5061 µm).
The change in the energy centroid, ∆E = 0.20(9) keV, is much smaller than the full width
half maximum (FWHM) of each peak, 3.3(1) keV (43 µm) and 3.5(1) keV (5061 µm). This

































































Figure 5.12: Charge spectra at the focal plane of MARA when gating on the 4+1 → 2
+
1 transi-
tion at 257 keV. In each spectrum counts have been normalised using Coulomb excitation in
the target. The central peaks lie at 17e and 25e. The evolution with distance of low and high
charge components is shown for all distances. The integration limits of the central charge
peaks are shown as blue (q = 17e) and red (q = 25e) dotted lines.
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Figure 5.13: Part of the JUROGAM 3 spectrum showing the 4+1 → 2
+
1 257 keV transition for
target-to-reset foil distances x =5061 µm and x =43 µm.
Using the unresolved Doppler-shifted components method (UDCM) [Bar20a] it was possible
to measure the proportional intensity of 4+1 → 2
+
1 transitions occurring before (Ib) and after
(Ia) the foil. In the UDCM the components of a γ-ray transition can be characterised by two
convolved Gaussian distributions with centroids µb,a, widths σb,a, and amplitudes Ab,a. In
the case that |µb− µa| << σb,a then for every target-to-reset foil distance, x, a single peak
is detected with intensity Itot.(x) = Ib(x)+ Ia(x) and centroid 〈µ〉(x). The intensity of each















where µb and µa are obtained by measuring the transition at distances where x >> τ · v and
x << τ · v respectively, where τ is the lifetime of the depopulated state and v is the velocity
of ions between the target and the reset foil.
The relative intensity of 4+1 → 2
+
1 transitions occurring after the reset foil is shown in fig. 5.14
against target-to-reset foil distance. The value µa was measured by bringing the target and
reset foils together until electrical contact was achieved. The value µb was found using the
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All 4+ →2+  before foil
All 4+ →2+  after foil
Figure 5.14: Proportional intensity of 4+1 → 2
+
1 transitions occurring after the reset foil for
each target-to-reset foil distance. This was measured by applying the unresolved Doppler-
shifted components method (UDCM) [Bar20a]. At distances longer than x =1223 µm the
proportion of 4+1 → 2
+
1 transitions occurring after the reset foil is consistent with 0 to within
1σ .
average value of the measured centroid at distances x >2000 µm. At distances x ≥ 1223 µm
the proportion of 4+1 → 2
+
1 transitions occurring after the reset foil is consistent with 0 to
within 1σ and the requirement for using the DDCM coincidence analysis is satisfied.
The program NAPATAU was used to extract the lifetime of the 2+1 state [Sah04]. NAPATAU uses
equation 3.19 (section 3.3) to extract lifetime information from the data. The program fits a
second-degree polynomial, f (x), to the values of RB at distances chosen by the user (shown
in fig. 5.15(a)). In this case the range of distances used were chosen to be sensitive to the
lifetime of the 2+1 state and with x ≥1223 µm to satisfy the requirement that the proportion
Table 5.4: Lifetime values returned by the program NAPATAU for the 2+1 state in
178Pt at
selected target-to-reset foil distances.
































(c) τ = 430(20) ps
Figure 5.15: Results from the analysis of the normalised charge spectra shown in fig. 5.12
using the program NAPATAU [Sah04]. (a) The values RB are shown with a second degree
polynomial f (x) (solid green line) which is fitted to the data. (b) The values RA are shown
along with a function of the form τ · v · d f (x)dx (solid orange line). (c) The τ-curve of the 2
+
1
state in 178Pt. The weighted average (solid line) of the lifetime found for each distance is
shown. The error on the weighted mean is also shown (dashed line).
of 4+1 → 2
+
1 occurring after the foil are consistent with 0 (see fig 5.14). The differential
of the function f (x) is used in the form τ · v · d f (x)dx to describe the values RA (shown in fig.
5.15(b)). A common χ2 minimisation of f (x) and d f (x)dx is used to find a value for the lifetime
at each distance [Dew89]. Fig. 5.15(c) shows the resulting τ-curve for the 2+1 state in
178Pt.
The lifetime values calculated at each selected distance are given in table 5.4. A weighted
average gives a lifetime of τ(2+1 ) = 430(20) ps.
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5.7 Bateman analysis
An alternative method of obtaining lifetime information is to model the CSD spectra using
the Bateman equation to describe the de-excitation of states in the 178Pt ground-state band.
Recoil-alpha coincidences in the DSSSD (see fig. 5.3) were used to select 178Pt recoils. The
resulting normalised charge spectra are shown in fig. 5.16 for all distances. The intensities
of the low (IL) and high (IH) charge states were measured by integrating the counts in the
central charge peak. The limits of integration are shown as dotted lines.
Fig. 5.17 shows the relative intensity of the high charge state RH = IHIL+IH against target-to-
reset foil distance. At the distances x≤ 290 µm the proportion of high charged ions increases
rapidly. There are two possible explanations for this. Firstly, there could be highly converted
side-feeding transitions that populate the ground-state band. In this case the change in in-
tensity of highly charged ions detected after the reset foil will reflect the lifetime of these
side-feeding transitions. This is unlikely, however, as only a small population of bands other
than the ground-state band was observed. Additionally, side-feeding from statistical γ rays
usually proceeds through high-energy, low angular momentum transitions which have almost
negligible internal conversion.
The second, more likely, possibility is that at low distances there will be a significant in-
tensity of a second-high charge component (2 internal conversions after the reset foil). A
second-high charge component was observed with a significant intensity in the CSD scan at
x =43 µm (see fig. 5.10). As only the intensity of charge states corresponding to the low
and first-high charge component were measured, the effect of this second-high charge com-
ponent is ignored. If the intensity of a charge state corresponding to the second-high charge
state (I2H) had been measured, then the relative intensity of the high charge state would be
RH = IHIL+IH+I2H . The effect would become negligible at longer distances where I2H ≈ 0, as
can be seen in the CSD scan at x =1543 µm. The effect can be estimated using the CSD scan
at x =43 µm. The normalised intensity at the charge states chosen to represent the different
charge components are I(17e) = 46.2(38), I(25e) = 28.7(49) and I(33e) = 7.0(18), where
the charge state 33 e has been chosen to represent the second-high charge state. The relative
intensity of the high charge state reduces by 8.6+24.4−8.6 % when the intensity of the second-high
charge state is accounted for. The lower limit on this value is subject to the requirement that
I2H ≥ 0. This correction factor was applied to the data point at x =43 µm and is shown in
magenta on fig. 5.17. To within 1σ error, the value of RH at target-to-reset foil distance
































































Figure 5.16: Charge spectra at the focal plane of MARA in coincidence with an alpha decay
of 178Pt. Normalization is the same as in fig. 5.12. The evolution with distance of low
and high charge components is shown for all distances. The integration limits of the central













2+ →0+  conversion
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Corrected intensity
Excl ded from fit
Incl ded in fit
Figure 5.17: The relative intensity of highly charged ions detected at the focal plane as a
function of target-to-reset foil distance. The solid (blue) line is the result of fitting a two-state
model, described in section 3.4.1, to the data (circles). The lifetimes of the two states are
described by a single quadrupole moment, as defined in equation 3.57. Data points below
264 µm (squares) were left out of the fit (see text). The dashed (red) and dot-dashed (green)







1 transitions respectively. The dotted line (blue) is the 1σ error on the
fit. The magenta data point at x =43 µm is the value RH when a correction factor is applied
to account for the non-zero intensity of the second-high charge state (see text).
accounted for.
A two-state fit of the form described in section 3.4.1 is made to the data points at distances
x ≥264 µm. In this model the first excited level corresponds to the 2+1 state; the second
excited level accounts for the average de-excitation properties of all higher-energy states but
is dominated by the lifetime of the 4+1 state. This model assumes that the 2
+
1 state is populated
solely through the 4+1 → 2
+
1 transition. This assumption is validated through a comparison of
the 170 keV and 257 keV γ ray intensities, accounting for the internal conversion coefficients
of the transition and the efficiency of JUROGAM 3 at these energies. The intensities are equal
to within 1σ . To minimise the number of free parameters in the fit, the assumption is made
that the rotational band is described by a single quadrupole moment Q0, with units eb, and
the lifetime of each state is defined by equation 3.57. This assumption is justified by the
experimental results in ref. [Fra19] which show a constant quadrupole moment within the
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Table 5.5: Contributions from different sources of systematic error to final uncertainty in
τ(2+) and τ(4+) for the Bateman analysis. Each error contribution was varied by ±1σ .
Parameter Value(error) στ(2+) (ps) στ(4+) (ps)
α(2+→ 0+) 0.63(1) 0.6 0.3
α(4+→ 2+) 0.1578(23) 0.2 0.1
Average recoil velocity, β = v/c 0.0177(2) 4.9 0.6
Target-to-reset foil offset 8(1) µm 0.02 0.003
Total systematic error - 4.9 0.7
yrast band down to the ground state for 178Pt. The fit, shown in fig. 5.17, gives a quadrupole
moment of Q0 = 6.4(4)eb which corresponds to lifetime values of τ(2+) = 430(50)ps and
τ(4+) = 54(6)ps.
Table 5.5 shows the uncertainty contribution from systematic errors in internal conversion
coefficients, average velocity of recoils and the target-to-reset foil offset value. These values
were determined by varying each parameter by ±1σ in the fit. The total systematic error
contribution amounts to 1.2% for τ(2+) and 1.3% for τ(4+), whilst the statistical error is
11%.
As the charge plunger method relies on the internal conversion effect, it is important to es-
timate the systematic error arising from having no knowledge of internal conversion coef-
ficients, where often only theoretical calculations exist. For the 2+1 → 0
+
1 transition, it is
imperative to have good knowledge of the coefficient as the data points lie in a target-to-reset
foil distance range which is sensitive to the lifetime of the 2+1 state. To estimate the system-
atic error arising from having no knowledge of the 4+1 → 2
+
1 internal conversion coefficient,
the value α(4+→ 2+1 ) used in the fit is varied between 0 and ∞. This results in an error on
τ(2+1 ) of ∼ 3.7%.
Table 5.6 summarises the lifetime measurements of the 2+1 and 4
+
1 states from previous
measurements and from this work for both the DDCM coincidence and Bateman analysis.
There is a clear agreement between the 2+1 lifetime values obtained in this work and previous
studies. The lifetime measurement for the 4+1 state agrees with the value given by Dracoulis
et al. and is consistent to within 2.21σ with the value that Fransen et al. give. A further
comparison between the results is given in section 6.1.
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Table 5.6: Lifetime of excited states in 178Pt deduced from the DDCM coincidence analysis




Analysis Method 2+1 lifetime (ps) 4
+
1 lifetime (ps)
DDCM coincidence 430(20) -
Two-state Bateman 430(50) 54(6)
Li et al. [Li14] 412(30) -
Fransen et al. [Fra19] 445(100) 41(2)
Dracoulis et al. [Dra86] - 54(5)
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Future Work
6.1 Comparison to previous studies
The results of this work will be discussed here within the context of the previous studies
measuring the lifetime of excited states in 178Pt. The results of previous studies are given in
table 5.6 and the methods they used will be briefly covered. In ref. [Dra86], Dracoulis et
al. used the RDDS technique with γ-ray events in singles mode, i.e. γ-γ coincidences were
not employed. Using this method they were able to measure the lifetime of the 4+1 , 6
+
1 and
8+1 states. However, these were not independent measurements as the lifetime measurements
of the low-lying states were dependent on the measured decay curves of high-lying states.
In ref. [Li14], Li et al. used triple-γ coincidences with LaBr3(Ce) and HPGe detectors to
perform fast-timing techniques to measure the lifetime of the 2+1 state. Whilst this method
is able to obtain lifetime information with errors similar to that from the RDDS technique, it
relies on the ability to perform a triple-γ coincidence analysis, which may only be possible
for the strongest transitions. Finally, in ref. [Fra19], Fransen et al. used the RDDS technique
to perform the DDCM with γ-γ coincidences to obtain independent lifetime measurements






1 states. However, they were only able to quote a lifetime for the
2+1 state with an error of 22%.
Fig. 6.1 shows data from all the lifetime measurements of the 2+1 state in
178Pt, including
the DDCM and Bateman results from this work. The lifetime measurement of the 2+1 state in
this work clearly agrees with those from previous works. This establishes the charge plunger
method, used with a recoil separator and focal plane detection system, as a viable option


























Not included in average
Figure 6.1: Compiled results for lifetime measurements of the 2+1 state in
178Pt [Li14, Fra19,
Hee21]. The results for both the DDCM and Bateman analysis from this work are included.
A weighted average gives τ(2+1 ) =425(16) ps. The Bateman analysis has not been included
in the average.
conversion coefficients. As shown by the measurement from Fransen et al., it is difficult to
obtain a precise lifetime value for the 2+1 state in
178Pt using the standard RDDS technique
due to both the relatively large internal conversion coefficient for the 2+1 → 0
+
1 transition
and the unfavourable kinematics for asymmetric reactions which produce recoiling nuclei
at a slow mean velocity. A weighted average of all the data, except for that obtained with
a Bateman analysis, shown in fig. 6.1 gives a lifetime value of τ(2+1 ) =425(16) ps. The
Bateman measurement has not been included in the weighted average in order to not bias the
result towards this work.
A lifetime is also obtained for the 4+1 state using the Bateman analysis. The true lifetime of
the 4+1 state will in fact be shorter than the value given here since only a two-state system
is used and the lifetime of higher energy excited states are not considered. The value is also
dependent on the assumption of a rigid-rotor model for 178Pt which allows for the lifetime of
excited states in the rotational band to be contained within a single parameter, the quadrupole
moment. Since more data points were taken at longer target-to-reset foil distances, the fit



















Figure 6.2: Compiled results for lifetime measurements of the 4+1 state in
178Pt [Fra19,
Dra86, Hee21]. The results for the Bateman analysis from this work are included. A weighted
average gives τ(4+1 ) =45(2) ps.
the lifetime given here agrees to within 2.21σ of the value given by Fransen et al., which is
an independent lifetime measurement obtained using the DDCM coincidence method, and
is very similar to that obtained using γ-ray singles, given by Dracoulis et al., with a similar
error. This suggests that the charge plunger method is vulnerable to the same effects as γ-
ray singles measurements. Fig. 6.2 shows all the lifetime measurements of the 4+1 in
178Pt,
including the Bateman results from this work. A weighted average gives τ(4+1 ) =45(2) ps.
However, it is worth noting that the result from Fransen et al. is a more accurate measurement
due to the advantages that the DDCM has over a Bateman analysis, as will be explained in
the next section.
6.2 Comparison of Bateman and DDCM analysis
Whilst the value for the 2+1 lifetime obtained from the Bateman analysis agrees with the
result obtained using the DDCM coincidence analysis and the value given by Li et al., the
uncertainty is more than twice that in the DDCM analysis. This is because a DDCM analysis
has significant advantages over a Bateman analysis for retrieving lifetime information (see
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section 3.1).
Firstly, the DDCM is independent of absolute distances between the target and reset-foil, and
instead only the relative distances are needed. This means the method is independent of the
offset between the foils which can cause an error when analysing the data using a Bateman
fit. This, however, will not have such a large effect on the lifetime measurements in this work,
as the target-to-reset foil separation distances used were large in comparison to the measured
offset. Additionally, the capacitance feedback method limits the variation in foil separation
due to heating from the beam.
Secondly, when applying a Bateman fit to the data, there is a dependence on the de-excitation
properties of states feeding the level of interest (directly or indirectly). If the de-excitation
properties of these feeding states are unknown then they must be included in the fit as free
parameters which will introduce more uncertainty in to the final result. In this work it was
possible to reduce the number of free parameters by assuming a rigid-rotor model for the
nucleus. However, this assumption may not always be valid. A DDCM analysis uses only
experimentally accessible variables to obtain a lifetime value.
Additionally, the DDCM becomes an even more favourable method when a γ-ray coinci-
dence gate can be applied to the feeding transition occurring before the reset foil. A γ-ray
coincidence gate also removes any systematic error arising from side-feeding.
However, in the charge plunger method, only a DDCM coincidence analysis can be per-
formed. In the conventional recoil distance Doppler-shift (RDDS) technique, where γ ray
detection is used to perform a lifetime measurement, the DDCM can be performed using
γ-ray singles (DDCM singles) or γ-γ coincidences (DDCM coincidences) analysis. In the
DDCM singles analysis framework (see section 3.1.2), one is required to have knowledge of
the intensities (before and after the reset foil) from all possible feeding transitions to the level
of interest. This is possible when detecting γ rays, since specific transitions can be directly
observed and their intensity measured. However, in the charge plunger method, where the
measured experimental quantities are the intensities of the different components present in
the CSD of recoiling ions, it is not possible to directly determine the intensities of transitions
feeding the level of interest. Instead, transition intensities are only inferred from the CSD and
the situation becomes complicated when more than one transition feeds the level of interest.
Therefore, in general, the DDCM singles cannot be used with the charge plunger method.
The consequence of this is that γ-ray-recoil coincidences are required in order to perform a
DDCM (coincidence) analysis with the charge plunger method.
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A further drawback in performing the DDCM coincidence analysis is the requirement that a
gate is set on the feeding transition occurring before the reset foil. In both this work [Hee21]
and in ref. [Bar20b], there was only a small change in recoil velocity after passing through the
reset foil. This was because the recoils were produced with a relatively slow mean velocity
(v/c = 1.77(2)%), and a thin reset foil was necessary to keep an acceptable transmission of
ions through the recoil mass separator. The result of this was that the change in the Doppler
shift of γ rays emitted before and after the reset foil was much smaller than the resolution of
the JUROGAM 3 detectors. Therefore, it was not possible to resolve different Doppler-shifted
peaks in the γ-ray spectrum, thus limiting the available data to distances where the feeding
transition always occurred before the reset foil (see fig. 5.17).
6.3 Planning charge plunger experiments
Many aspects must be considered when planning a nuclear physics experiment at an acceler-
ator facility. Below are few considerations specific to a charge plunger experiment.
6.3.1 Charge reset foil
Due to the reaction kinematics involved in asymmetric fusion-evaporation reactions of the
type employed in this experiment, nuclei are often produced with slow mean recoil veloc-
ity. For recoils to have an acceptable transmission through MARA, travel through the focal
plane MWPC and then implant into the DSSSD, they must have sufficient energy after the
reset foil [Sar08]. For this reason a thin 0.29 mg/cm2 Ni foil was used for the charge reset
in this experiment. Nickel was a suitable material to use for the reset foil as it has a rela-
tively small atomic number and therefore causes less scatter and energy loss of beam and
fusion-evaporation particles. Nickel foils are also suitable for plunger experiments as they
are flexible and can be easily stretched [Gal70].
In the setup of the first charge plunger experiments in the 1970s, thin carbon foils (3(1) µg/cm2)
were used to provide a charge reset [Ulf78]. Carbon foils have good electrical and thermal
conductivities and their low atomic number minimises the energy loss of recoils in the foil
[Tor19]. Carbon foils are also useful as they can be produced very thin (∼µg/cm2) and the
charge state distribution of ions passing through them can be well estimated by empirical
formulae [Nik68, Sch01]. However, carbon foils have short lifetimes when exposed to heavy
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ion beam radiation [Tor19, Kor17]. The thin carbon charge reset foil used in the early charge
plunger experiments had to be replaced after every plunger run. Another issue particularly
related to plunger experiments is that when heavy ions pass through a carbon foil, they cause
significant damage to the crystalline structure of the foil. This causes ‘wrinkles’ in the carbon
foil with heights of ∼10 µm and is an effect that cannot be reduced by decreasing the beam
current or wobbling the beam [Fra21]. Another consideration is that very thin amorphous
carbon foils are not stretchable, a property which is desirable when small target-to-reset foil
separations distances are required.
A current area of interest is the use of graphene foils. These are more stretchable than amor-
phous carbon and have superior mechanical and thermal properties [Kor17]. For example,
when subjected to an ion beam, they are estimated to have up to four times longer durability
than conventional carbon foils [Pav12]. Currently the application of these foils has been as
stripper foils. However, they may prove to be suitable for use as charge reset foils. First tests
have been taken and show encouraging results with respect to the intensity of beam which
can be impinged on the foil [MG21b].
6.3.2 Charge state distribution scan
Despite the large cross section for the 152Sm(32S, 6n)178Pt reaction at 192 MeV, performing
a full scan of the CSD for each plunger distance would be inefficient. Instead an initial scan
of the CSD was performed to identify the locations of the different charge components, and
two charge states (qref =17 e and qref =25 e) were chosen to represent the intensities of the
low and high charge components present. For each plunger distance data were collected at
these two charge states only.
However, as suggested in section 5.7, at short distances a significant intensity in the second-
high charge component could affect the Bateman fit. At these distances it would have been
suitable to collect data at a charge state corresponding to the second high charge state as well.
During the scan of the CSD at target-to-reset foil distance x =43 µm (see fig. 5.10), a second-
high charge component is present. In future experiments, if higher charge components are
identified during a CSD scan, then care should be taken to understand how their presence
will affect the results of a Bateman analysis.
There was very little overlap from the low charge component into the charge state q =25 e
and, at longer distances, the charge state at q =17 e is dominated by the low charge compo-
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nent. This was confirmed by the two-component Gaussian fit of the CSD scan at x=1543 µm.
Due to this small overlap, it is possible to approximate the relative intensities of the low and
high charge components using just the intensities of the charge states at q =17 e and q =25 e
respectively. Each successive higher-charge component will have a greater width due to the
statistical nature of Auger cascades. Therefore at higher charge states the spread of ions is
greater and there will be significant overlap between the different charge components. In this
case, the intensity of the different components in the CSD can be more accurately obtained
by additionally measuring the intensity of the side-charge states (qref−1 and qref + 1) at the
focal plane of MARA, and then performing a convolved Gaussian fit using parameters for
the centroid and width of each component gained during the initial CSD scan. Performing
this type of analysis on the CSD would also increase the statistics by a factor ∼ 3.
If this type of analysis were to be performed, care would have to be taken to measure a
correction factor for the loss of transmission of qref − 1 and qref + 1 relative to qref (see
section 4.4). It is also worth noting that for this analysis to be successful accurate values
for the centroid and width of the different components in the CSD would be necessary. Table
5.3 in section 5.5 shows that even when the centroids and widths from the low and high
charge component have been fixed using the scans at longer distances, the scan at x =43 µm
still gives large errors on the fit parameters for the second-high charge component. In future
experiments, CSD scans should aim to collect sufficient statistics at high charge states in
order to perform accurate fits to the higher charge components.
In future charge plunger experiments the following steps should be taken at the start of the
experiment:
(a) Perform a scan of CSD to identify the charge components present, with a concentration
on gaining sufficient statistics at higher charge states.
(b) Choose reference charge states, qref, at which data will be collected.
(c) For each qref, perform a scan of the side-charge states, qref− 1 and qref + 1, to obtain
correction factors for the reduced transmission to the focal plane compared to qref.
6.3.3 Using JUROGAM 3
It is important to discuss the merits of aiding a charge plunger experiment with the use of a
γ-ray spectrometer such as JUROGAM 3 . The use of JUROGAM 3 allows for a DDCM coin-
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Figure 6.3: Schematic to show how collected data are split during an RDDS or charge plunger
method (CPM) experiment. During a charge plunger experiment the data are not only split
between different target-to-reset foil distances, but also between the different MARA settings.
The available data are reduced by a factor of 20 when requiring the detection of an additional
γ ray corresponding to a 5% detection efficiency. For illustration purposes four distances and
four different charge states are shown.
cidence analysis to be performed with the charge plunger method. As discussed in section
6.2, a DDCM analysis has significant advantages over a Bateman analysis for performing
lifetime measurements. However, for experiments aiming to measure the lifetime of weakly
populated states, there is a trade off between the benefits of performing a DDCM analysis
and the reduction of data due to requiring γ-ray-recoil coincidences. The JUROGAM 3 spec-
trometer has an absolute efficiency of 5.2% at 1.3 MeV [Pak20]. Using this efficiency, the
available statistics in an experiment are reduced by a factor of ∼ 20 when one requires a γ-
ray-recoil condition. The data are then further split between the number of measured charge
states and target-to-reset foil distances. Fig. 6.3 visualises how the data from an RDDS and
charge plunger experiment are split, first between different target-to-reset foil distances, and
then between different reference charge states. The reduction in data due to requiring the
detection of an additional γ-ray is also shown for both techniques.
Comparatively, the detection efficiency of recoiling ions in the DSSSD after separation in
MARA is ∼ 100%. Subsequent alpha decays, which either travel out of or further into the
DSSSD, then have a detection efficiency of∼ 50%. This value can be increased by using box
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detectors or, in the case of an alpha-decay chain, searching for child alpha decays [Pag03].
Two options should be considered for future experiments aiming to use the charge plunger
method to perform lifetime measurements of excited states in nuclei with low production
cross-sections:
(a) Collect the necessary statistics to analyse γ-ray-recoil coincidences at fewer charge
states along the CSD, allowing for a DDCM coincidence analysis to be used.
(b) Collect data at more charge states along the CSD and use a Bateman analysis to obtain
lifetime information.
In the first option, measurements at fewer charge states along the CSD may be needed com-
pared to the second option. This is because a coincidence gate selects a specific decay path,
limiting the number of internal conversion decays that occur after the reset foil. For future
experiments using the charge plunger, the use of JUROGAM 3 to obtain γ-ray-recoil coinci-
dences will depend heavily on the specific case.
6.4 Planned experiments
Further experiments have been planned to perform lifetime measurements on heavy nuclei
using the charge plunger method. This has resulted in the submission of two proposals to the
Program Advisory Committee (PAC) of the University of Jyväskylä Accelerator Laboratory.
The first experiment, which was approved by the PAC in March 2020, will concentrate on
the nucleus 222Th. The experiment will be used to further develop the charge plunger method
for cases where several internal conversions are expected during the de-excitation of the
ground-state band. The second experiment, which was submitted to the PAC in March 2021,
will look at performing a measurement of the lifetime of the 2+1 state in
254No. This would
constitute the heaviest nucleus for which the lifetime of a non-isomeric state has been made
using plunger techniques. Both experiments will be briefly explained here.
6.4.1 222Th
As discussed in section 2.4.2, using the Bohr-Mottelson rotational model the intrinsic quadrupole
moment for even-even nuclei can be obtained through measurements of E2 transition strengths.
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Figure 6.4: Summary of octupole (and quadrupole) moments available for nuclei in the ac-
tinide region of the chart. This figure is taken from ref. [But16].
In the model, higher order intrinsic moments, QL, are similarly related to EL transition
strengths by,
B(EL; Ii→ I f ) =
2L+ 1
16π
Q2L| 〈IiKiL0|I f K f 〉 |2 (6.1)
where 〈IiKiL0|I f K f 〉 is the relevant Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for the transition [But16].
Interactions between negative and positive parity bands gives rise to E1/E3 transitions in
nuclei with collective octupole deformation.
A definitive measure of the octupole collectivity comes from E3 transition rates. In the elec-
tromagnetic decay of states, lower order (E1 and E2) transitions dominate, and E3 transition
strengths are difficult to obtain via lifetime measurements. In recent years, Coulomb exci-
tation experiments using radioactive beams at facilities such as ISOLDE have been able to
directly determine reduced transition probabilities and intrinsic electric octupole moments
for isotopes of radon and radium [Gaf13]. This has spawned a new interest in the field and
there have been several experimental and theoretical developments [Rob13, But19]. A recent
review of the status of the field can be found here [But16]. Fig. 6.4 shows a summary of the
octupole moment data obtained using Coulomb excitation techniques on nuclei above 208Pb.
Thorium isotopes are predicted to show enhanced octupole collectivity around A = 224−
230. There already exist plenty of experimental data [Sch86, Ack93, Web98, McG74] to sug-
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gest that these thorium isotopes exhibit rigid octupole shapes. However, the intrinsic octupole
moment has so far been measured for only two of these nuclei (A = 230,232) [But16]. This
is in part due to the difficulty in producing these nuclei as radioactive beams for Coulomb ex-
citation experiments. A programme of complementary experiments measuring the lifetimes
and branching ratios of excited negative parity states in these thorium isotopes would make it
possible to extend the knowledge of the strengths of octupole moments in this region of the
chart.
The nucleus 222Th provides a good case for developing the charge plunger method due to
the relatively high internal conversion of the 2+1 → 0
+




1 (α = 0.28) and
6+1 → 4
+




1 states have been previously
measured to be 240(20) ps and 40(6) ps. The nucleus is also of interest due to the presence of
a negative parity band interacting with the positive-parity ground state band through E1/E3
intraband transitions that compete with interband E2 transitions, a clear sign of octupole
deformation [But96].
Figure 6.5: Simulated absolute transmission probability of 222Th ions through MARA for
different reference energies and charges. Each blue box represents a simulation of 2× 104
recoils created before MARA and the number in each box represents the percentage of all
recoils that are transmitted to the DSSSD for the given MARA settings. The simulation code
was written by J. Sáren [Sar11]. In this scenario all excited states decay before the charge
reset foil so only the low charge component remains.
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An experiment has been planned to use the 208Pb(18O,4n)222Th reaction at a beam energy
of 95 MeV to populate low-lying states in 222Th. The differential plunger DPUNS will be
coupled to the MARA recoil separator and surrounded by the JUROGAM 3 spectrometer.
MARA will be used to separate out the different ionic charge states, as has been done in the
present work. A 0.5 mg/cm2 208Pb foil will be used for the target, with a 50 µg/cm2 carbon
charge reset foil placed downstream. The low beam energy will result in 222Th recoils with
a low kinetic energy, v/c ∼ 1%. Therefore, to have sufficient transmission through MARA,
such a thin reset foil is necessary. A simulation code written by J. Sáren [Sar11] has been
used to estimate the transmission of 222Th recoils through MARA. The results are shown in
fig. 6.5. A maximum transmission probability of . 1% is expected when the MARA settings
are set for a reference particle with qref =8 e, Eref =7 MeV and mref =222 u. As the kinetic
energy of recoils is so low, the MWPC will be removed from the setup so that the position of
recoils in the DSSSD is instead used to calculate the m/q ratio of recoiling ions.
It is worth noting here that the charge plunger provides a more efficient method than the
RDDS technique for measuring lifetime information in 222Th. This is in part due to the
relatively high internal conversion coefficients for the low-energy transitions. A perhaps
more important factor is that the shift in ionic charge due to internal conversion is not affected
by the recoil velocity, whereas the Doppler shift in γ ray energy is. A thin reset foil will be
required to ensure a sufficient transmission through MARA, but this will also result in only
a small change in velocity between recoils before and after the reset foil. This means it will
be very hard to separate out the Doppler-shifted components for low energy transitions in the
γ-ray spectrum. In this case, one is presented with an extremely difficult task to measure the
lifetime of low-lying states using the RDDS technique.
In ref. [Smi95], the authors reported that, during a 48 h period using the same reaction with
a similar beam energy and target thickness, they were able to collect 3.74×107 triple γ-ray
coincidences that were attributed to 222Th using the Eurogam spectrometer (a predecessor of
JUROGAM 3 ) [Bea92, Nol92, Bec92]. Assuming similar statistics combined with a transmis-
sion efficiency through MARA of 0.7% a DDCM coincidence analysis would be possible and
therefore this experiment will benefit from the use of JUROGAM 3 . However, as mentioned
above, it will not be possible to separate Doppler-shifted components in the γ-ray spectrum
and therefore target-to-reset foil distances should be chosen where the feeding transition al-
ways occurs before the reset foil.
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Figure 6.6: The single-particle levels in the region of the deformed shell gaps at Z=100 and
N=152, calculated using a Woods-Saxon potential. This figure is taken from ref [Her08].
6.4.2 254No
A lot of progress has been made in the study of the transfermium nuclei in the N=150, Z=100
region (see review articles [The15, Dob15, Asa15, Hee15, Ack15]). Their enhanced stability
is suggested to be due to shell corrections that allow extra stability against fission when
these nuclei become deformed. This theory is supported by a wealth of experimental data
on alpha decay and in-beam spectroscopy studies, which all point towards prolate-deformed
nuclei with ground-state rotational bands observed up to high spin (∼ 20h̄) that are well
replicated using a rigid rotor model. The presence of K-isomerism has also been observed
in many of these nuclei and has allowed for the assignment of single-particle configurations
to a number of levels. Fig. 6.6 shows the single-particle structure at the Fermi surface for
protons and neutrons in this region, determined using a Wood-Saxon potential for 250Fm.
Many of the Nilsson orbitals seen here are intruders that originate from higher proton and
neutron numbers at sphericity but are brought down in energy by deformation.
A recent laser spectroscopy experiment was able to extract the change in mean square charge
radius, δ < r2 >, for 252,253,254No and, using the hyperfine splitting, was able to calculate the
nuclear magnetic moment and spectroscopic quadrupole moment for 253No [Rae18]. These
results agreed well with theoretical predictions. However, at present, deformation parame-






















Figure 6.7: 254No ground-state band level scheme. The lifetime of the 2+ state is calculated
using Grodzin’s rule, adapted especially for actinide nuclei, shown in fig. 2.6. The lifetime of
higher states in the band are then estimated assuming a rigid rotor model. Transition energies
are given and in italics are the intensities normalised to the 2+→ 0+ 44keV transition. The
intensities of transitions in the ground state band are estimated from the entry distribution
given in ref. [Hen14] for a beam energy of 219MeV.
Grodzin’s empirical formula which relates the energy of the 2+ level to the lifetime of the
state [Her01, Gro62] (see fig. 2.6 in section 2.4.3). The energies of these 2+ states are
also only predictions based on the Harris parametrisation [Rei99]. Thus far, lifetime studies
have not been possible due to low production cross sections (≤ 3 µb) and high internal con-
version coefficients for low energy transitions, and consequently no direct measurements of
quadrupole deformations exist for these nuclei.
This experiment aims to make the first lifetime measurements of an excited, non-isomeric
state in a nucleus with Z > 98, by measuring the lifetime of the yrast 2+ state in 254No
(Z = 102, N = 152). This nucleus provides a good case as it has been observed to have
the highest production cross section in the region due to the well-matched beam and target
combination of 48Ca and 208Pb which are both doubly-magic nuclei. A lifetime study on
254No would give a direct experimental measurement of quadrupole deformation in an even-
even transfermium nucleus, and provide a good test of the theoretical models predicting the
nuclear structure in the region. The measurement, when combined with the data in fig. 2.6,
will also allow us to make a more accurate extrapolation for determining lifetimes of excited
2+1 states in the superheavy region of the chart.
The level scheme of 254No ground-state band is shown in fig. 6.7, including the ground-state
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Figure 6.8: Simulated absolute transmission probability of 254No ions through MARA for
different reference energies and charges. In this scenario all excited states decay before the
charge reset foil so only the low charge component remains.
band up to a spin of 10h̄. The lifetime of the yrast 2+ state is estimated using Grodzin’s rule,
adapted especially for actinide nuclei, to be ∼ 82ps, and the lifetime of higher states in the
band are then calculated using a single quadrupole moment, Q0, according to equation 3.57.
Internal conversion coefficients for each transition, taken from BrIcc [Kib08], are 1510(2+→
0+), 30(4+→ 2+), 3.94(6+→ 4+), 1.204(8+→ 6+) and 0.535(10+→ 8+).
The 208Pb(48Ca, 2n)254No reaction will be used at a beam energy of 225MeV. The target will
consist of a 0.5 mg/cm2 208Pb foil with a 1 mg/cm2 Au backing to allow stretching of the
target. This will result in a beam energy of 215MeV at the centre of the target, which will
give a cross section for production of 254No of σ = 2 µb [Rei99, Her06]. The doubly magic
nature of the beam and the target gives a very clean reaction channel and there will be almost
no other fusion-evaporation products. A 50 µg/cm2 carbon foil will be used to provide a
charge reset. The possibility of the use of a graphene foil instead will also be considered.
Unfortunately the ion transport code SRIM is unable to simulate the energy loss of elements
beyond uranium. However, using a nucleus with A = 254, Z = 92 the energy of ions leaving
the target is expected to be ∼ 40MeV (v/c ∼ 1.8%) and the energy of ions leaving the
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carbon charge reset foil are expected to be ∼ 39MeV. The ions will then be separated by
charge using the MARA recoil separator and detected at the focal plane using a double-sided
silicon strip detector (DSSSD) where they will decay. A multi-wire proportional counter
(MWPC) employed in front of the DSSSD will be used to differentiate between recoil and
decay events. The simulated transmission probability of 254No recoils for different MARA
settings are shown in fig. 6.8. A maximum transmission probability of ∼ 20% is expected
when the MARA settings are set for a reference particle with qref =20 e, Eref =40 MeV and
mref =254 u.
Due to a combination of the low cross section expected, the high internal conversion coeffi-
cients for transitions in the ground-state band and the need to split the data between different
target-to-reset foil distances and MARA field settings, there will not be sufficient statistics
to perform a DDCM γ-ray-recoil coincidence analysis. However, germanium detectors sur-
rounding the target will be necessary to normalise the CSD spectra for data collected at
different target-to-reset foil distances and MARA settings. The use of a large array of ger-
manium detectors, such as JUROGAM 3 , will also provide a high γ-ray statistics experiment
on 254No that could contribute to other data sets.
6.5 Simulating charge-state distribution spectra
The development of a simulation to estimate charge-state distribution spectra at the focal
plane of MARA is currently ongoing and will be the focus of future work. The simulation,
written in the software package MATLAB [MAT18], uses Monte Carlo techniques to esti-
mate the length of time for a nucleus to fully de-excite down to the ground state after being
created at the target. Each transition in the de-excitation can proceed via either γ-ray emis-
sion or internal conversion. The changes in ionic charge state due to passing through the reset
foil are estimated using the Schiwietz and Grande formula (see section 2.6.2). The increase
in ionic charge state due to an Auger cascade is estimated using fig. 2.9 (see section 2.6.1).
The benefit of being able to simulate CSD spectra is that it can aid a CSD scan and help to
identify the location of different charge components. The use of a simulation in data analysis
may also provide an alternative way to obtain lifetime information. For example, one can
vary the input lifetime for a state and compare the resulting simulated decay curves to an
experimental decay curve, and obtain the best-solution via a χ2 minimisation analysis. This
type of analysis could reduce the number of distances at which data need to be collected,
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of simulated and experimental CSD spectrum for 178Pt ions at
x =1542 µm.
making it a more viable option for nuclei created with low cross sections. However, the
simulation must first be shown to accurately reproduce CSD spectra.
A simulation of 178Pt ions was performed using target-to-reset distance x = 1542 µm. The in-
put level scheme is considered up to the 10+1 state with lifetime data taken from experimental
measurements and internal conversion coefficients taken from the BrIcc database. The simu-
lated CSD spectra of 178Pt ions is shown in fig. 6.9 (blue points) with the experimental data
points (black points) from this work also shown for comparison. The intensities have been
normalised to the q =16 e value for the experimental data.
The increase in charge due to an Auger cascade is clearly overestimated by simulation. The
average increase in charge is taken from the empirical curves shown fig. 2.9 for a nucleus
with Z = 78. However, those data were collected by ionising neutral atoms using a laser
and the data set only consists of two elements above Z = 40. In this experiment the average
charge state of ions after the reset foil is 16.4 e, meaning the ions are already charged when
an Auger cascade occurs.
Currently, we are exploring the possibility of improving the estimation of the increase in
charge due to an Auger cascade using theoretical models. To do this we have contacted col-
leagues at the Australian National Laboratory (ANL) who have recently produced the BrIcc-
Emis code which models the atomic relaxation process to estimate Auger electron yields for




This thesis has presented the methodology and analysis techniques for the use of a charge
plunger method with a recoil separator to perform lifetime measurements on states which de-
excite with large probabilities of internal conversion. Lifetime measurements are an impor-
tant experimental probe of theoretical models predicting the structure of nuclei. The charge
plunger method has considerable applications in heavy deformed nuclei where the combina-
tion of large proton numbers and collective excitations gives rise to low-energy transitions
which have large internal conversion coefficients. As an example the 2+1 → 0
+
1 44 keV transi-
tion in 254No has a calculated internal conversion coefficient of 1510, according to the BrIcc
database [Kib08].
A commissioning experiment was performed at the Accelerator Laboratory of the University
of Jyväskylä to test the ability of the charge plunger method with a mass separator to mea-
sure the lifetime of states in 178Pt which de-excite with relatively large internal conversion
probabilities. The differential plunger device DPUNS was coupled to the vacuum-mode re-
coil separator MARA which was used to select 178Pt ions by their charge state. DPUNS was
surrounded by the JUROGAM 3 spectrometer which was used to detect prompt γ rays. After
MARA, the ions travelled through a position-sensitive MWPC and were implanted into a
DSSSD at the focal plane. The position of ions in the MWPC allowed for the determination
of their m/q ratio. Identification of 178Pt recoils was done using either prompt γ-ray-recoil
coincidences or recoil-alpha decay coincidences in the DSSSD.
Two methods, namely, a DDCM coincidence analysis and Bateman analysis, were used to
retrieve lifetime information. For the the DDCM coincidence analysis, a γ-ray-recoil coin-
cidence gate set on the 4+1 → 2
+
1 257keV feeding transition and the resulting CSD spectra
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were analysed in the DDCM framework. This yielded the lifetime for the 2+1 state in
178Pt
of τ = 430(20)ps. For the Bateman analysis, CSD spectra were obtained using recoil-alpha
coincidences. The de-excitation of states were modelled by fitting a two-state Bateman equa-
tion to the relative intensity of high charge ions against distance. The lifetime of states in
this fit were determined using a single quadrupole moment for the rotational band. This gave
the lifetime of the 2+1 state as τ = 430(50)ps and τ = 54(6)ps for the 4
+
1 state. These val-
ues agree with both previous results and the measurement made using a DDCM coincidence
analysis.
The success of the commissioning experiment and the development of the analysis techniques
used here are crucial for a thorough understanding of how the charge plunger method can be
used with a recoil separator. They establish a procedure for future experiments using the
technique. Two points in particular should be considered. Firstly, an accurate CSD scan is
required. Secondly, it should be taken into consideration the reduction in statistics that will
arise when a DDCM coincidence analysis is used. This latter point is highlighted by the
two future planned experiments on 222Th and 254No. In the 222Th experiment, it is predicted
that there will be sufficient γ-ray-recoil statistics and a DDCM coincidence analysis will be
suitable. However, in the 254No case it is expected that the requirement of γ ray detection will
reduce the available data set considerably and therefore a Bateman analysis will be necessary.
The success of these future experiments will showcase the ability of the charge plunger
method to perform lifetime measurements of excited states in nuclei at the spectroscopic
boundary of the nuclear chart.
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